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Page Two The Maine Campus
President Wilkie?
Reasoner predicts
by Nancy Durranee
Journalist Harry Reasoner, speak-
ing to an overflow crowd at Hauck
Auditorium Tuesday night, noted
that the most respected political
analysts and reporters are far
from infallible.
According to Reasoner he began
has career as a political analyst at
the age of 17. by predicting Presi-
dent Wilkie's election. "And I
haven't gotten much better." He
noted that a year ago most news
gatherers believed Romney would be
the Republican candidate, Johnson
would be the Democratic, and that
no anti-war positions would be
voiced during the campaign.
Though he emphasized that poli-
tical predictions are subject to
events. Reasoner later predicted that
"as of today Nixon will win but it is
not as clear-cut as before and the
race is getting pretty close."
"Nixon and Humphrey as candi-
dates represent compromises by
the major parties," Reasoner said.
"But we know from history that
compromises are only good for
breathers."
Speaking of CBS'S convention
coverage. Reasoner noted that "as
far as we could tell nobody was
watching" the Republican con-
vention, and the mail ran 11 to 1
against the network's coverage of
the Democratic convention. How-
ever. he felt that what was broad- ,
cast from Chicago was not distorted,
though the reporters had technical
and political difficulties because of
a strike and Mayor Daley's rules.
In a question and answer period
following his prepared speech,
Reasoner said he believed Humphrey
would be "glad to do without both"
President Johnson's support and that
of Sen. Eugene McCarthy. Accord-
ing to Reasoner there are not
enough Johnson or McCarthy sup-
porters to elect Humphrey. though
McCarthy's support may be crucial
to Humphrey's election in several
marginally Democratic key states.
"I don't think he planned it; I
don't think he ever planned any-
thing in his life," Reasoner said
about McCarthy's continued with-
holding of Humphrey support. He
added that "Sen. McCarthy's be-
havior since about June 5 of this
year, has been to work for the de-
feat of the Democratic Party."
On answering questions about
televised election night coverage.
Reasoner noted that CBS will again
use a vote projection in their Nov.
5 broadcasts. Though polling may
not be accurate because the results
are based solely on what pent)1:-
Reasoner feels that vote projection is
more scientific because it begins with
a correlated voter sample and then
develops its predictions based on
what early voters actually do at the
polls. He later noted that reports of
eastern voting in his belief do not
really effect western pollings. but it
is "a bad situation."
If the election is thrown into the
House of Representatives, Reasoner
thinks the vote will go along party
lines and Humphrey will be the
next President. don't think there's
a chance of it going to the House,
but if it does, there will be a
Democratic President," he added.
Reasoner, whose campus
ance was sponsored by the
Distinguished Lecture
arrived in Bangor at 2:15,
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Life Committee meets
to discuss parietals
The Student Life Committee met
Oct. 22 at 7 p.m. in the Memorial
Union to discuss the parietal ques-
tion. Present at the meeting were:
Robert Cobb, director of Student
Services; John Dimond, entomology
professor; James Turner, Steve
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POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
Hughes, Duncan Moore, Mike
Shinay, and Marcia Due.
After a short speech by Mr. Cobb,
James Turner,
reviewed the report on
open houses produced by his
Senate committee last semester.
The Committee will continue to
meet at regular intervals, Nov. 6
being the next meeting date, to dis-
cuss the Special Report of the Stu-
dent Senate Open-House Policy.
Eventually after settling such ques-
tions as, who will pay for the ex-
penses necessarily incurred if
parietal hours are adopted, the Com-
mittee plans to vote on the report.
If a simple majority is in favor of
the report at that time, it will be
proposed to the University president.
Attention juniors
Junior Prom plans are in the mak-
ing. Skitch Henderson's eight piece
orchestra will entertain. A theme
for the prom has not yet been
chosen. Plans for a buffet at Hill-
top, with rock band are pending.
Any ideas? If so, call Cindy Mc-
Gown, 442 York Hall.
A PROPOSAL FOR POSITIVE DISSENT
Are you one of the Kennedy, McCarthy, or Rockefeller supporters
who sees little choice on November 5th? Have you considered not
voting, but the prospect of Nixon as President really turns you off?
Then consider this plan for showing your disapproval of the
nominees sparked by Hortense Calisher, the novelist: Vote for the
Humphrey-Muskie ticket as a lesser evil but first record your protest
to the Vice President at his Minnesota home.
If you find this strategy an attractive alternative, won't you write
Humphrey a note in your own words, or clip the coupon below and
send it to him.
To: The Honorable Hubert H. Humphrey
Waverly, Minnesota
"I am a Democrat (Republican) opposed to Administration policy.
Although you were not my candidate for the nomination, I plan to vote for
you because I cannot on any score vote for Nixon. Sir, if you get the
people's mandate, remember me."
Signed: 
The combined election coverage
jf WMEB-FM, the Campus and the
Maine Educational Television Net-
work will begin at 8 p.m. Nov.
5 rather than the previously an-
nounced 8:30 p.m. starting time.
The change came about because
WMEB-FM added another program
to its coverage.
The early program will attempt
to put the 1968 election into per-
spective for the listening audience.
It will include a run-down of candi-
dates and issues and any early re-
turns.
At 8:30 p.m. radio and television
coverage combine when ETV pre-
sents an election analysis program
hosted by U of M Prof. of Journal-
ism Brooks Hamilton. Political
analysists with Hamilton will be
Prof. Eugene Maw hinney. U of M;
Prof. John Donovan. Bowdoin; and
Prof. Robert Jacobs. Colby. The
program will also be carried by
M EB -FM.
At 10 p.m. ETV joins its network
for national coverage and WMEB-
FM returns to Election Central in
the Main Lounge of the Memorial
Union for local and statewide cover
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Harry Reasoner
Campus, WMEB staffs
to cover 1968 elections
Stanley age. Local results will be provided
by students of journalism stationed
at various polling places. Some 16
polling places in this area will be
covered by these students.
They will phone results to Elec-
tion Central where they will be com-
piled and aired by other students.
The coveraee by students at polling
places is part of the classwork of
the newswritine course Jr 31. Cover-
ing an election will provide invalu-
able reporting experience to the
students, Assistant Prof. of Journal-
ism Alan Miller said.
Coverage will concentrate on local
and statewide issues, but the national
scene will also be included, said
WN1EB-FM Station Manager Je-
rome Henderson. In addition to
local reports, results will also be
received from reporters in Portland.
Augusta and other areas of the state.
Election reporting actually starts
Monday Nov. 4 when WMEB-FM
airs a debate between James Chand-
ler and Maralyn Schoenberger, local
candidates for the Maine House of
Representatives.
Students chosen
for Who's Who
The University of Maine Senate
has named fifteen students to appear
in Who's Who Among Students in
American Universities and Colleges.
The students, who were selected
on the basis of outstanding demons-
tration, leadership, and scholarship,
are: Robert L. Baldwin. TKE;
Caroline Dodge, Hancock; Linda S.
Farrar, Penobscot; Francis J. Grif-
fin, Phi Mu Delta; Gretchen L.
Harris, Penobscot; Andrea E. Hayes,
Androscoggin; Patricia A. Kusnier-
czyk, North Estabrook; Paul A. Le-
Blanc, Delta Tau; Linda L. Maines;
Duncan T. Moore, Corbett; Ray-
mond W. O'Keefe, Phi Gam:
Michael J. Shinay, TKE: Kathryn J.
Spaulding, Somerset; Stephen J.
Turner, ATO: and Charles W.
Webb, Alpha Gam.
JUST OPENED!
Another Original Boston Famous
Giant Sub Sandwich Shop
OVER 60 VARIETIES
Free Delivery on Orders over $3.00
CATERING TO THE UNIVERSITY
AND ORONO RESIDENTS
26 Main Street, Orono
— ALSO —
A Giant Sub Sandwich Shop at
20 FRANKLIN STREET, BANGOR
Delivery will be forthcoming for South Campus, Husson
and Beals — Watch this paper for date
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Seminar titles released
by Learning Committee
by L. Leonard
The new Special Seminar titles
were released this week by the
Projects in Learning Committee.
Early announcement was made so
that students may contact the facul-
ty member in charge and sign up
be f or e preregistration for the
seminar he wishes.
The seminars, outlined as follows.
will carry the letters SS and be
numbered 1 through 9. Pending
approval by the Projects in Learn-
ing Committee, more seminars may
be added. Students may check in
120 Stevens for the new titles.
Martin Arbagi of the History De-
partment will head a three credit
seminar numbered S.S.I t it led
"Revolutionary Messianism in His-
tory." covering the study of revolu-
tionary mass movements of a poli-
tical nature.
S.S.2, "Black Writers in Twen-
tieth Century America," under the
direction of Peter Fitzgerald. will
be a three credit seminar studying
Black poets, novelists and essayists
who have made a distinct impression
on the twentieth century conscious-
ness.
"Contemporary Poetry." S.S.3 is
a three credit seminar examining
contemporary British and American
poetry. Thomas Bailey and William
Kenda, who head this course, re-
quest a student interview before
registration.
Charles Andersen directs a two
credit seminar S.S.4. "Reading the
Poem". The purpose of this course
is to read poems from all periods
of English and American poetry not
to study particular poets or periods.
S.S.5, "Existentialism and the
Theater of the Absurd", is a three
credit course under Carroll F. Ter-
rell which will include a study of
existential ideas and in depth study
of such playwrights as Beckett.
lonesco. Brecht and Pinter.
"Mans Works" given last semester
by Sherman Hasbrouck will again
be offered as S.S.6.
For students with some previous
knowledge of the western and non-
western world, i.e.. Hy 1.2 and or
Hy 5,6 and Hy 135,136.137. and
138, "The Nature of the Non-west-
ern World" will be directed by J. J.
Nolde. Dean of Arts and Sciences.
The focus of this three credit
course, numbered S.S.7, will be on
traditional China as part of the
Asian setting, its I a n gu a ge
philosophy, political organization
and art.
Graham Adams of the English
Department and Steve King, a stu-
dent, will direct S.S.8. "Pop Litera-
ture and Culture". This three credit
course will include the reading of
novels exemplifying the best "Pop"
literature of the last twenty years
and generalize from these books a
discussion of the culture itself.
Classified of the week award
FOR SALE: Remnants of a de-
ceased Studebaker 11959 Lark VI.)
Tires on the rim; two excellent—SS.
two fair—S5 each. Generator--$5.
Carburetor—U. Also horn, heater,
fan, coil, switches of all sorts, and
many other parts from this fine old
automobile. Name your price. First
come, first served. Contact: Alan
Bradstreet. 29 North Main St., Old
Town.
All students planning to register
for these seminars are requested to
contact the particular instructor in
charge of the course for permission
to enroll, since individual courses
are limited to specific number of
students.
In addition to the Speci a 1
Seminars students are urged to
initiate Independent Study Projects
in their own particular interest
fields.
Professor J. F. Gorham. Director
of the Computer Center. has offered
to work with students on the applica-
tions of digital and 'or analog com-
puters in an area of interest to the
student as an Independent Study
project. Any interested student
should see Professor Gorham to
work out the specific proposal. then
submit it to the Projects in Learn-
ing Committee. 120 Stevens. for
a pp r o v a I before preregistration.
Nov. II. Marching 100 and
Marching Hundred to
entertain at Boston
The University of Maine's March-
ing Hundred will spend this coming
weekend (Nov. 2 and 3) in Boston
where they have been invited to
present the half-time show at the
Boston Patriots-Denver Bronc os
American League football game.
The marching band, which plays
at the university's home football
games, is perhaps the fastest grow-
ing musical organization on the
Orono campus, having expanded its
numbers in the last few years from
less than 60 to its present 88 instru-
mentalists, drum major, eight ma-
jorettes. and two baton twirlers,
known as the Honey Bears.
Led by director Larry Douglas,
a new member of the music faculty
who is an experienced marching
band director, the band has prepared
a pre-game show which will include
"Mountain Majesty Fanfare,- "Hail
to the Varsity," "For Maine," "Fan-
fare Entrance," "Victory March"
and "The Star-Spangled Banner."
The half-time show will feature
parade maneuvers and drills by the
entire group and will be highlighted
by routines by the majorettes. The
music selected for half-time in-
cludes the "Yoder Fanfare:" "South
Rampart Street Parade," a down-
field parade maneuver to center
field; "Fever," a block band drill
featuring the majorettes; 'Swing
Low," a company front squad
with the majorettes using flag
batons; "Quaker City Jazz." a spe-
cial arrangement featuring the band
as a concert group; "With A Little
Bit of Luck"; "Get Me 10 The
Church On Time"; and "The Stein
Song."
Band members will be wearing
navy blue uniforms with a white
Chekhov movie
The Comparative Literature Com-
mittee and the Audio Visual Center
will present a film showing of the
Anton Chekhov play "The Wed-
ding," Tues., Nov. 5, at 7:00 p.m.
in 130 Little Hall. The film show-
ing is free of charge and open to
the public.
Diamonds A'
jewelers
Since
1895
Vary in Degree of Perfection,
Color, Cutting and Value
Your Diamond Should be
a Precious Gem of
Timeless Beauty
Rogers
Store, Inc.
10 Broad St., Bangor, Maine
jacket overlay, high navy blue fur
Busby hats with white plumes, and
white spats. The drum major, David
Walker of Washington. D. C., wears
lighter blue with a white hat. The
Honey Bears, Karen Ann Marks of
Thomaston and Heidi Garton of
Patten, wear gold sequin costumes.
In addition to Anne Glazier,
Nlonhegan Island. captain, ma-
jorettes are Sue McEvoy, Needham.
Mass.; Karen Abbott, Fort Kent;
Debbie Leonard. Union; Sandra
Savage, Union; Donna Corkum.
Melrose, Mass.; Cynthia Guerin,
Old Town; and Judi Coburn. Need-
ham, Mass.; and the Honey Bears,
Heidi Garton, Patten, and Karen
Ann Marks, Thomaston.
The band will travel to Boston
Saturday, arriving in mid-afternoon,
and will rehearse Sunday morning
St Fenway Park.
t
Ninety-six players, nine majorettes, two Honey Bears.
drum major comprise this year's UM "Marching
undreir band.
one
"UNITY '72"
announces
For:
President -Jim McLean
Vice President - Brian Wood
Secretary - Nancy Roy
Treasurer -Barbara Young
Univ. of Maine's First Freshman
Party!
THE BEAUTIFUL
Wide-Tracking PONTIACS
3rd IN SALESAGAIN!
MONTH AFTER MONTH • YEAR AFTER YEAR!
60 USED CARS
LATE MODELS
NO MONEY DOWN!
2- AMPHICAR DEMOS
The Car That Swims SAVE
Ideal 2nd Car or Boat UP TO $1 1 00
6 - 1968 PONTIAC
DEMONSTRATORS
VERY LOW MILEAGE
SAVE $900
UP TO
15 '197, PONTIACS IN STOCK TOCHOOSE FROM
NAME YOUR OWN DEAL! NO REASONABLE OFFER
IS EVER REFUSED AT THE HOUSE THAT SERVICE BUILT
KELLEY PONTIAC, Inc.
Outer Broadway Bangor, Maine
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Debaters heckled
SDS draws disfavor and laughter
by Hank Moody
The Nixon-Humphrey-Wallace de-
bate ran into some heavy weather
Monday evening in the Memorial
Union, as it was held at the same
time and just down the hall from
a scheduled meeting of Students
for a Democratic Society.
Before the evening was out, The
Union had housed something akin
to a three ring circus as SDSers had
a field day for themselves heckling
the debaters, holding their own
meeting, and putting on a "dress
rehearsal" of their guerilla theater.
The Nixon-Humphrey-Wallace de-
bate was held scheduled for seven
o'clock last Monday in the Main
Lounge of the Union, while the
SDS meeting was in the Bangor
Room at the same time.
Those going to the Bangor Room,
however, found a sign on the door
reading. "The meeting of the SDS
has been postponed until eight
o'clock in order that members may
have the pleasure of attending the
debate in the Main Lounge."
The audience in the Main Lounge
numbered about 100. approximately
a quarter of them were Students for
a Democratic Society.
The crowd sat passively while
Republican representatives Otis
Noyes, a grad student and president
of the Young Republicans, and
Karen Thurston, a senior and chair-
woman of the Youth for Nixon on
campus, made their constructive
speech.
They maintained that it was
time for a change in Washington.
Noyes told the audience, Nixon
offers this change to a fumbling
Democratic administration," and
Miss Thurston stated that Nixon
was a "man with a plan a
plan not tied to any previous ad-
ministration which has been in-
effective."
Democratic representatives were
juniors Dick Steeves, president of
the Young Democrats, and Joe
Pietroski.
Steeves said, "Our country needs
to move ahead. If you elect Richard
Nixon our country will go into a
stall, if you elect George Wallace
our country is going to take a giant
step backward."
Last to speak was the Courage
Party table. Working on the be-
half of George Wallace, were Pete
Caldwell, a special student here,
and Joseph Paulin, a student at the
University of Maine in Augusta and
state coordinator of the Wallace
forces.
Caldwell stated that he had
chosen Wallace as his candidate be-
cause "Wallace has been a fighter
all his life" and because the ex-
governor of Alabama is "the most
straight forward of the candidates."
It was when Caldwell started to
speak that the SDS began to disrupt
the debate with heckling. The Wal-
lace man had just been introduced
when a half dozen SDSers stood up
and gave him a Nazi salute and
shouted, "Seig hell, seig hell."
Caldwell spoke on with calm
determination, however, and the
protestors continued to heckle him.
Many of the Wallace backers words
were lost to the audience for
shouted comments such as "racist
pig, if you liked Hitler you'll love
Wallace," or "Wallace said, 'They
out-niggered me this time, but they
won't do it again.'"
At the close of the 'debate there
was a period in which the audience
BANGOR-MERRIFIELD OFFICE SUPPLY
Complete Office, School, and Drafting Supplies
14 State Street Bangor
44%
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could question the debaters.
Soon thereafter the SDS stalked
out of the room to go to their own
meeting. Joseph Paulin stood up
from his seat at the Wallace table
and yelled after them, "Why don't
you stay and talk for awhile?" This
drew appreciative applause from
members of the audience who were
not in favor of the SDS heckling.
Otis Noyes of the Republican table
accused the SDS members of "being
guilty of nothing less than bad man-
ners. It is a contradiction in terms
that they call themselves liberals in
favor of free speech, and yet the
methods they use are basically
fascist."
The question and answer session
continued for about another half of
an hour.
After the debate had broken up,
one of the Wallace workers said that
this had been their first encounter
with the SDS; he didn't appear
pleased. Paulin asked, "What are
those kids supposed to be doing?
Who lets them on this campus?"
Meanwhile, the SDS held a very
short meeting in the Bangor Room.
The meeting was a rubberstamping
of the plans they had made last
week for a week of activity leading
up to election day.
The organization plans to main-
tain a literature table for an entire
week, hold rallies and put on
guerilla theater skits, distribute leaf-
lets and picket various buildings
in Bangor, and demonstrate at
Senator Muskie's polling place in
Waterville on Nov. 5.
SDS committees have been work-
ing out the details of these activities
during the past week, and Monday's
meeting was devoted to signing up
members to participate in them and
organize rides to Waterville for
Tuesday.
The Orono Free Press has been
layed out to play an integral roll in
the weeks events and was being
distributed Monday evening.
The Press was switched from its
usual reporting of underground
news and in honor of the upcoming
week became an SDS position paper.
The issue presents essays on U.S.
imperialism, racism, and foreign
policy, and gives a statement of why
the SDS believes the elections are
a fraud.
At the end of the meeting the
Bangor Room was transformed into
a backstage area as the members
got ready to put what Larry
Moskowitz called a "dress rehearsal
in the Den" of the guerilla theatre
which is a number of skirts which
the SDS plan to present at random
points around campus.
The "rehearsal" was scheduled to
go on at nine dead center in the
Bear's Den,
The Den at that hour was filled
with students taking a study break,
and no one noticed when SDSers
entered in ones and twos and sat
down here and there.
Everyone noticed, however, when
two members of the band came in
dressed in a rather outstanding
fashion. One of the pair was dressed
up like a Vietnamese farmer while
the other was bedecked with flowers
in the true hippy tradition.
One of the SDS seated at a table
stood and shouted, "Aw, look at the
hippy." He was joined by his
brethren in the crowd and soon the
juke box was drowned tenfold in
jeering and hooting.
SDS at this point surged from
their tables now sporting badges
reading "Racist Pig" or "Mayor
Daley" and carrying small sticks
and cardboard paper rolls. They
surrounded the Vietnamese and the
hippy and began beating them with
sticks and pushing them toward the
door.
When if.: ruckus had banged and
pushed its way out of the Den into
the hall one remaining SDSer
stood on a chair and announced
through a megaphone, "The major
issue in this election is law and
order."
The show drew a round af ap-
plause and lots of chatter from the
Den's clientel, and it seemed the
SDS may have redeemed themselves
from the disfavor they had re-
ceived upstairs in the Main Lounge
an hour before.
Two enter the Den attired as a hippy and a Vietnamese.
fot
One of their co-actors joins the show.
Actors represent American society beating the hapless pair.
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Concert Series presents
Wagner Chorale
The Roger Wagner Choral e,
described by Leopold Stokowski as
"second to none," will be presented
by the University of Maine Concert
Series Friday, Nov. I. at 8:15 p.m.
in the Memorial Gymnasium.
The Chorale, headed by its cele-
brated French-born founder and di-
rector, is making its 12th annual
tour of major United States cities
which will last approximately thiee
months and will cover close to 60
cities.
Sacred and secular music of the
Renaissance, music of the baroque
period and excerpts from Brahms'
Requiem will be included in the
Chorale program as well as the
Chichester Psalms by Leonard Bern-
stein and several contemporary
American compositions, sea chasties
and Negro spirituals.
Founder and director Roger
Wagner was born in LePuy, France,
son of the organist of the great
cathedral of Dijon who settled in
I os Angeles and became organist at
St. Brindan's Church there when
Roger was seven years old. Young
Roger was always musical, becom-
ing first a boy soprano at St. Bren-
dan's and at 12 organist and choral
director at the Church of St. Am-
brose. As his voice changed to
baritone. Roger decided to return to
France where he spent five years
studying organ, completing his
undergraduate work in music and
doing research in church music.
After returning to the U. S. he
was engaged as musical director of
St. Joseph's Church in downtown
Los Angeles. a post he has held
ever since. There he began the series
of choral concerts which soon made
the church a mecca for music lovers
and which were responsible for his
being chosen in 1945 as supervisor
of youth classes for the City of
Los Angeles Bureau of Music.
With a madrigal group of 12
voices as a nucleus, Wagner devel-
oped and trained the larger group
that became, officially in 1947,
the Roger Wagner Chorale. Within
two years it became nationally
famous from its performances on
Capitol Records and appearances at
the Hollywood Bowl and with the
Los Angeles Philharmonic. Since
then it has toured extensively in
Europe. South America and the
Near East.
In addition to his work with the
chorale, Wagner is recognized as
an authority on religious music of
the Medieval and Renaissance
periods, and was awarded a Doctor
of Music degree from the University
of Montreal for his thesis on the
Masses of Josquin des Pres. He
also is a lecturer on choral music
and choral singing and has presided
over seminars in advanced choral
conducting at the University of
California in Los Angeles, is di-
rector of choral music at that school
and has just been appointed to the
same position at the new Irvine
campus. He is also well-known as a
composer and arranger.
Paulsen potential
100,000 votes
by Chariest. Astbury
Pat Paulsen as U.S. President?
Impossible according to U.M. Poli-
tical Science professor Kenneth
Hayes. He said Paulsen would get
nowhere in Maine due to a new
ruling made by the state attorney
general, i.e., that presidential split
tickets and write-ins are void. Paul-
sen couldn't be chosen in other
states because he doesn't have any
electoral college electors to vote for
him. "But I'd be willing to bet he'll
get 100,000 votes," Hayes added.
Hayes said in effect the reason
for such a large popular vote is that
generally people are politically
ignorant. According to Hayes. some
people are selective in their news-
paper reading and television watch-
ing. Because the Smothers Brothers'
T.V. program is more interesting
than most campaign speeches and
newscasts, Pat Paulsen would get a
vote simply on name recognition.
"Paulsen probably picked up 20,000
votes on his campaign a couple of
Sundays ago." Hayes said.
Hayes added people between 21-
30 might write in Paulsen's name
because they either don't care for
the choice of candidates or they
want to be different. "These young
people aren't caught up in the
system yet." Hayes explained. "They
think their single vote won't make
any difference. The thing is it makes
100,000 votes worth of difference."
One hundred thousand votes,
however, are not very many com-
pared to the total number to be
cast. Hayes said the Communist
Party will probably poll more than
Paulsen's total.
A
§
mama ski show
0
November 8
November 9
ENTERTAINMENT
NIGHTLY
at the 1968 SKI SHOW
BANGOR AUDITORIUM
November 7
• THURSDAY, NOV. 7 — THE NEW ADDITTON
• FRIDAY, NOV. 8 — ROGER AND DIANNE
• SATURDAY, NOV. 9 — JUD STR UNK AND THE CARR ABASSETT
TOWNSHIP TALENT CONTEST WINNING BAND
ALL SHOWS AT 9:00 P.M.
Sponsored by BANGOR DAILY NEWS and BREWER KTWANTS CLUB
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Apostle of motion
The Maine Campus
4
The works of Percey Leo
Crosby, creator of "Skip-
py," are in Carnegie Hall
during the month of No-
vember.
Orono, Maine, October 31, 1968
Carnegie exhibiting
Crosby art works
by Bob Pelletier
Carnegie Hall throughout Novem-
ber will exhibit a collection of Per-
cey L. Crosby's art work. Mr.
Percey Leo Crosby emerged into
the art world with a one-man show-
ing at the Anderson Galleries in
1928. The exhibition was a com-
plete success and critics praised him
as the, "greatest apostle of motion
in the field of art."
His fame grew incredibly fast and
by 1930 his art was on display in
this country, Paris, London, Rome.
and was being purchased by major
museums. In 1932 he won an olym-
pic silver medal for drawing in in-
ternational competition. Mr. Crosby
was a tremendously versatile artist
with countless works to his credit.
His most famous accomplishment
was the creation of "Skippy" a car-
toon character of the 20's, 30's. and
40's. Syndicated both here and
abroad "Skippy" became the most
famous comic strip character of
three decades. Mr. Crosby finally
abandoned Skippy but he is being
modeled by cartoonist to this day.
He also illustrated some fourteen
books and numerous pamphlets on
sports. Skippy, and political opinion.
Two reasons for joining Du Pont, and three for quitting.
Du Pont offers open-end opportunity. You don't
go into a training program. You go to work—in a
series of growth jobs that broaden your base for
professional progress and help you find the specific field
you want to grow in. We call it "planned mobility."
Du Pont works at the outer limits. Sure, every-
body claims they do the far-out research. But
Du Pont is a world leader in research with the
money and the engineering capability to translate ideas
into commercial products. If you have a profitable idea.
we have what it takes to make it work: and we have a
special bonus plan to rcward you for it. So Du Pont
people grow. personally and professionally. Even men
who leave Du Pont often do so became of the profes-
sional growth they experienced at Du Pont.
An Equal Opportunity Employer ( M
UPON)
••• u • no
College Relations
They go to universities, to teach—recognized
authorities in their profession.
They go into space, or other government projects.
tAnd they go to our competitors, who are smartenough to know where to look for the top men.
We don't like to lose men, and we don't lose many. But
when you hire the best, then help them to get better,
your people are bound to he sought after.
1)11 Pont ( ompany
Room 66N6. Wilmington. DE 19898
I'd like your latest information on opportunities at
Du Pont for graduates with degrees in 
Name
University 
Degree Graduation Date 
Address 
Cit State Zi
Mr. Crosby was a master of
movement. Expert handling of per-
spective, swirls, and static minor
elements make living subjccts seem-
ingly move for the viewer. With as
few as a dozen perfectly drawn lines
dancers dance and race horses run.
Mr. Crosby's works are penciled
instant-movies that stick vividly in
your mind.
Mr. Crosby left countless works
to his daughter Mrs. Waldo Tibbetts
upon his death in 1964. It is through
her assistance that the University's
Art Department is able to exhibit
nearly two hundred of Percey Cros-
by's works. The exhibit includes:
chaicoal and litho-drawings, etch-
ings, dry-point lithographs, water-
colors, wash drawings, and many
mixed-media works. Also on exhibit
are single panels, watercolor draw-
ings,' and complete pages of original
"Skippy" antics. --
everybody's
doin' it • • •
by Laura Farber
A quiet weekend is coming up
for all of you who need the time
to catch up on all that reading be-
fore mid-semester exams.
Congratulations to the new
initiates of Alpha Gamma Rho:
Bob Moosmann. Jeff Dennis, Ethan
Kelly, Roger Page, Bob Tupper,
Neil Piper, Frank Bunke. Al
Dionne, Paul Cote, John Nutting,
George Fowler, Vaughn Douglass,
Blaine Rose, Elwood Balm Ron
Adams. Dave Gill, and Rae Cousins.
If you really enjoy a good old
fashioned horror movie you'd
better grab a Delta Tau and have
him invite you to their showing of
"Homicidal" and "Haunted Palace.''
The movies will be shown from 8
to II Friday night.
Because you've been studying so
hard all weekend Corbett Hall
decided to add some excitement for
a little study break Saturday night.
Lively sounds will be at a dance
they are sponsoring at the Memorial
Gym from 8 to 12.
Congratulations to Ruth Pelletier
pinned to All Dionne, Alpha Gam-
ma Rho; Judy Gahagan pinned to
Ethan Kelly, Alpha Gamma Rho;
Majorie Cote pinned to Frank
Stewart, Alpha Gamma Rho; Linda
Milliken pinned to Dave Bemis.
Alpha Tau Omega • Vida Trafford
pinned to Skip Smaha. Alpha Tau
Omega; Brenda Brown, Farming-
ton State College, pinned to John
Walshe. Alpha Tau Omega.
Congratulations to Carol Kealiher
engaged to Andrew T. Sterling:
Kathy Mutty engaged to Kenn Sin-
clair; Margaret Dolan. Alpha Delta
Pi, engaged to Bob Eckman. Sigma
Phi Epsilon; Wanda Storer engaged
to Bruce Morse, Alpha Tau Omega;
Frani Lalicata, Pi Beta Phi, engaged
to Dana Willette; Maureen Streiff en-
gaged to Cleve Cowles; Eileen Saun-
ders engaged to Mike Chretier.,
Lambda Chi Alpha.
Congratulations to: Barbara Ross,
Marymount College. Arlington, Vir-
ginia, pinned to John Clark, Tau
Epsilon Phi; Robin Byford, Delta
Delta Delta. pinned to Jeff May,
Tau Epsilon Phi; Susan Beaulieu,
Maine School of Practical Nursing.
to Pat Roy, Sigma Phi Epsilon;
Kathy Ryan pinned to Gene Oakes,
Alpha Tau Omega; Cindy Lord,
Husson College. pinned to Dick
Simpson, Alpha Tau Omega.
MANHATTAN TROPHIES
Manufacturers and
Distributors of
Maine's Largest
Assortment of Trophies
Engraving ot All Type.
9 May St. Bangor, Me.
Tel. 942-6464
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Three persons were presented
Black Bear Awards Saturday noon,
Oct. 26, at the annual Alumni
Luncheon as one of the features of
Homecoming at the Orono campus
of the University of Maine.
Receiving the coveted awards,
given to those who have demonstra-
ted over the years devotion and
loyalty to the high traditions of the
university, were Harold Wester-
man, U-M director of the depart-
ment of physical education and
athletics; Mrs. Margaret Willson
McIntosh of York, former assistant
alumni secretary of the General
Alumni Association of the univer-
sity; and Floyd Nelson Abbott of
Falmouth, an executive of the
Phoenix of London In su r a n c e
Gro.tp.
The awards were presented by
GAA president Carl Whitman of
Needham, Mass.
Westerman, a graduate of the
University of Michigan, came to the
University of Maine in 1949 as as-
sistant football coach under Dave
Nelson. He became head football
coach at Maine in 1951 and for 16
years held that post and compiled
one of the finest coaching records
in the east. In his 16 years Wester-
man directed Black Bear teams to
80 victories against 38 losses and
seven ties for a winning percentage
of .678.
His only losing season was his
last, in 1966, when the team won
four and lost five.
UN programs
discussed by
Affairs panel
by Judith White
The United Nations is "able to
accomplish what the Soviet Union
and the United States can agree
upon," said Professor David J. Hal-
perin at a UN Day discussion on
October 24 in the Memorial Union.
A foreign students' panel agreed
with the University of Maine Law
School professor that the UN has
been more effective as an aid to
developing nations than in its origi-
nal role as international peace
keeper.
UN Day Oct. 24, is the anni-
versary of the UN charter made
effective in 1945.
The Thurs day discussion was
sponsored by the Politics and Inter-
national Affairs Club led by Halper-
in. Panelists were: Jeff Mwinanyam-
be, Zambia, Anand Seth, India,
Omar El Arini, United Arab Re-
public. Sybren Reitsma, Netherlands,
and Miguel Gomez, Mexico.
"In a genuine cold war issue the
UN is totally helpless," said Halper-
in. He noted since the UN Security
Council is dominated by two powers
with conflicting ideologies, the US
and the USSR, the UN is unable to
settle the Vietnam war or the in-
vasion of Czechoslovakia.
Panelist Seth said the Security
Council deadlock could be broken
by the admission of mainland China
to the UN as a Council member.
United Nations resolutions do not
carry the force of law. In the last
analysis, Halperin said, world peace
depends on the US and the USSR.
"The UN has been an effective
peace-keeping body in the sense of
providing a harmless way to fulfill
political obligations," said Halperin.
He cited the 1967 Arab-Israeli war.
during which Russia was able to
give the Arab nations verbal support
in the UN rather than military aid.
In addition to calling the UN
"the lightning rod for the tensions
of the world" Halperin said it was
"a point of communications," where
western nations could get insights
into the aspirations and needs of the
rest of the world.
Panelists praised the work of UN
subsidiary agencies working in their
countries on health and educational
programs. They also cited UN ef-
forts to save Egyptian monuments
from flood waters caused by the new
Aswan Dam.
Orono, Maine, October 31, 1968
Devotion, loyalty
Three win Bear Awards by possibly mad dog
The Maine Campus Page Seven
Mrs. McIntosh is a graduate of
the University of Maine in 1950
and received her master's degree in
education from the university in
1953. From 1953 to 1963 she was
assistant alumni secretary of the
GAA and was a member of the
General Campaign Leadership for
the Arthur Hauck Building Fund, a
member of the executive committee
of the GAA, and a member of the
State Commission on Education.
Nelson, a native of Albion, grad-
uated from the University of Maine
in 1925. He has been a member of
the alumni council, the alumni
executive committee, and the alumni
trustee committee.
He was president of the Cum-
berland County Alumni Association
in 1962. Extremely active in fra-
ternity affairs, he has been province
chief, educational advisor and chair-
man of the high council for Alpha
Tau Omega Fraternity for the past
10 years.
Intratnurals
Students interested in officiating
intramural basketball should leave
their names and addresses at the
Phys. Ed. Office in Memorial Gym.
Experience is not required. Of-
ficials will receive SI per game. At
least 50 referees are needed.
Stodder men victimized
A mongrel tan and white dog,
believed to be suffering from rabies
or food poisoning, cornered two
students in 301 Stodder Hall Sun-
day.
The animal, apparently suffering
from convulsions, died in the room
about 5:20 p.m.
Students first noticed the dog
when it began barking and running
from room to room on the third
floor. It finally chased one student
down the hall into room 301, where
five other men were gathered.
Two occupant, of the room, Mike
Zubik and Mike Zicus were trapped
in closets as the other students ran
for safety. Although a rumor
spread that the dog was suffering
from rabies, Zicus said, "We couldn't
decide if the dog was iabid or just
excited." According to Lubik, the
dog soon stopped barking, went
into convulsions and died a few
minutes later.
The two students left the room,
and campus police and Dr. Franklin
Whitter, a veternarian, arrived to
remove the dog.
On Monday the dog's head was
sent to Augusta as a check for
rabies. "We believe, however, that
it died from some sort of toxemia
(poisoning), as it had been reported-
ly scavaging in the Orono area,"
said Dr. Whitter.
It's time to put up...
The generation that's running the show right now
Is everything you say it is.
It makes war,
Persecutes minorities, wallows in hypocrisy
And abominates your idols.
But it is a good many things
You sometimes forget it is, as well. It's
Tom Dooley, Dag Hammarskjold, lack Kennedy.
It is concepts: the Peace Corps, Ecumenism.
The United Nations, Civil Rights.
It is awesome technology, inspired research, ennobling dreams.
You can take credit for
None of its accomplishments.
Blame for none of its sins.
But the time is near when
The terrible responsibility will be
Yours.
You can stand on the shoulders of this generation
And reach for the stars
Quite literally. Or
You can keep to the ground
Snapping at its heels.
It's your choice.
You're the candidates of the future.
You are our life insurance.
Phoenix
Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
HAP"FORD, CONNECTIC,T
make a choice
It has been predicted that Pat Paulsen will
get up to two per cent of the presidential vote.
Bumper sitckers for "Peanuts" characters are
showing up, and Charles Schulz's fictional chil-
dren will probably receive a number of votes.
This year the minor party candidates are
receiving more publicity than they have in the
past. There is a strong, if distasteful, third party
candidate. A fourth party, starting late, got
enough signatures to be placed on some state
ballots but lacked candidates.
These trends indicate one thing: there is a
great deal of dissatisfaction with the candidates
offered by the major parties.
Many college age voters feel there is no real
choice in this election. On the Orono campus
alone, many students have said, "I've waited 21
years to vote in a presidential election, and
what do I have to vote for?"
These would-be-voters may be right: there
is little choice in this election. Neither candi-
date has sparked the enthusiasm of the elec-
torate. especially the youthful electorate.
But how often is there a choice? Was there a
choice in 1964 when the super-hawk Goldwater
ran against the "relative dove?" Johnson? In
1952 and 1956 Stevenson ran against Eisen-
hower. The choice was between a nice general
who was ignorant of politics and government
and an intellectual the voters could not identify
with.
Robert Kennedy and Eugene McCarthy in
1968 created an enthusiastic following. Yet
neither of these candidates are on the ballot.
The supporters of these men are probably the
most likely to vote for Pat Paulsen or Linus
Van Pelt. Or they may protest the choice of
candidates by staying home Nov. 5.
These men and women feel thcy will be
compromising their ideals by voting for any
one of the three major candidates. But they
will be showing they have no opinion in the
coming election if they refuse to vote for any-
one. Such apathy is hardly any sort of high
ideal.
Old hat and trite as it may sound, it is the
duty of each American to vote for the man he
feels can best lead the country during the next
four years. Is Pat Paulsen that man? Can Linus
ward off all danger with his blanket?
Let's face it, if the Kennedy and McCarthy
supporters stay home Tuesday or vote for non-
candidates, Richard Nixon will be the next
President of the United States.
Do these people seriously believe that Nix-
on's views come closer to those of Kennedy
and McCarthy than do Hubert Humphrey's?
Humphrey is not an ideal candidate to those
who supported these other two Democrats, but
he should be more palatable to them than
Nixon.
A non-vote does not help anything. And it
hurts the candidate who is closest to the non-
voter's ideals.
For that reason, each voter should look at
the candidates and decide which one he likes
the most—or dislikes the least—and vote for
him. Then, at least, he will have had something
to say in the election.
maine campus editorials 
STS ? I Letters I
Monday evening the Students for a Demo-
cratic Society disrupted and, for all practical
purposes. ruined the Nixon-Humphrey-Wal-
lace debate in the Memorial Union's Main
Lounge. They accomplished this by a most
commendable job of heckling. They jeered,
joked, booed, and laughed often to the extent
that the speakers were unaudible — micro-
phones and all.
The SDS has long prided itself on standing
up for human rights and justice. They are, so
they say. the New Left, a radical movement
designed to seek out and expose and do in
the ills of our vicious society. They want to
end Imperialism, racism, economic exploitation
of the poor, war and a host of other things
and give birth to a new society.
O.K. It's a big dream, probably impossi-
ble, but worth trying for, and that's exactly
what the SDS is doing. The point is that this
utopian society. if ever reached, is supposed
to be a true participatory democracy. It's in-
herent by the very name they go under—Stu-
dents for a DeintKratic Society.
Essential to this or any true democracy is
free speech. The SDS has long been associated
with protecting free speech. Woe be to admin-
istrators from Berkeley to the Lovejoy Quad-
rangle if they made an attempt to restrict free
speech in any way while there was an SDS
chapter around.
Apparently the SDS believes free speech is
a privilege for themselves and no one else.
Monday night they proved this. They did every-
thing within the power of the shouting human
voice to prevent the speakers from being
heard or being able to express their beliefs de-
cently.
The tactics used were fascist. Hitler used to
organize young people in movements that held
his doctrines as sacred. They helped him
greatly in his efforts for power by heckline and
jeering any speaker anywhere that spoke in op-
position to Mein Kemph.
If the SDS cannot act according to the dem-
ocratic principles they say they stand for; if
they cannot organize calm. intellieent. con-
structive criticism that bears weieht in a free
speech forum: if they have to force their be-
liefs on our society throueh Nazi tactics. then
they should eive themselves an honest label.
STS—Students for a Totalitarian Society.
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sad vote
To the Editor:
It was with great sadness that I
cast my ballot for President of the
United States. After months of de-
liberation with others and with my-
self. I reluctantly made up my mind.
When I came to the all important
box my couraRe almost failed me.
but I marked the ballot, sealed the
envelope and walked through the
October rain to the n-.ailbox wonder-
ing if I had made a wise choice.
I invalidated my ballot by voting
for Snoopy. I was reluctant to waste
my vote, but I could not in con-
science support any of the candi-
dates put forth by the system nor
could I take the anarchist position
of leaving the ballot blank or "Vote
'No!' for President." I fear that
Snoopy, being small of stature and
gentle of nature, may not be able to
change the establishment as well as
he fought the Red Baron years ago.
However, my conviction that he
is the best of the lot, overrides this
fear. His platform is more definitive
and yet less extreme, stimulates
more change and yet less dissent,
than any other candidate's.
Snoopy runs on a platform that
should be acceptable to everyone;
he runs on a platform of happiness.
Thomas Muller
dissatisfied
To the editor:
Along with others. I am quite an-
noyed with the editorials in the
Campus lately. Your editorial mim-
ing that of George Wallace's was
neither in good taste nor good form.
Added to this was the feeble en-
dorsement of Humphrey. If this is
the level of intellectual editorials on
the national scene the Compu.s
would be better off to stick to local
gossip. When our newspaper joins
Humphrey and Muskie in the dirty
business of name calling, then I
feel no constructive purpose is
achieved.
We can expect the cry babies on
campus to continue no doubt tight
up to Nixon's inauguration next
January. Then, our sleepy eyed
friends will see what a truly great
man Dick Nixon is. Our country will
enter a new phase of peace, pros-
perity, and progress with Richard
Nixon.
Herbert R. Fountain
maybe...
To the editor:
In opening this letter you find a
short verse on the Vietnam situation
and the November election in the
United States.
It is entitled "Maybe. . ." for the
simple reason that no one actually
knows exactly whether or not the
United States Armed Forces in Viet-
nam are there with good reason. It
seems that most U.S. citizens beliese
that whatever their country does is
right. -I hese people are naive!
This verse was written to en-
courage people to think more and
perhaps investigate this "Maybe. .
possibility in Vietnam. No malice
intended.
I am an alumnus of the University
of Maine—class of '67, now serving
my country in Southeast Asia.
Deane Stern
Maybe. . .
It all started in '54.
The demarcation line was no more'
The Geneva Convention did its best.
Men shouldn't go Southeast, but
stick to the West!
No, it didn't take
to sin; Yet, we
on Ho Chi Min
"Communism isn't
ing, we said—
"Nor for South
they'd rather be
long for the U.S
threw the blame
h.
for us," with dar-
Vietnam either—
dead!"
We gathered our troops and bombed
their pavilions.
Killed the Charlies and 300.000
civilians.
Religious pe3ple we are—BELIEVE
—it's true.
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Back in the world an election goes
on,
A presidential candidate to end the
bomb.
Who shall we choose among the
top three?
Wallace, Nixon. Or maybe Hubert
Humphrey.
It's a decision so difficult some can't
choose,
They seem to think either way they
will lose.
But. I say pick one who will come
closest to hedon,
Then, in January, we can all head
for Sweden!
needed
change
To the Editor:
Although the Student Senate does
a creditable job and is an asset to
the student body, its election system
leaves much to be desired. This
point was made clear during and
after the recent elections at one of
the Men's Dorms. The election was
contested on the grounds that de-
finitely unethical and possibly il-
legal infractions of electioneering
next to the ballot box and depriving
some of the secret ballot.
The contesting party lost his bid
for a reelection at the following
Senate meeting. This was due to
three basic reasons: 1) Having been
notified at 4:15 to present his case
at 7:00, he did not have sufficient
time to pull together and organize
his case, 2) The chairman of the
elections committee very strongly
expressed her personal opinion on
the case when asked only for a
decision on the legality of the ques-
tion and, therefore strongly influ-
enced many uncertain Senators and,
3) It appeared as if the Senate felt
that by coming to a constructive
solution for this dorm, it would
open itself to challenges for reelec-
tions from all areas of campus and.
therefore, jeopardize the legality of
its membership.
The motion for election was de-
feated and forgotten. We, the stu-
dents of the University of Maine.
can not let this be forgotten but,
should demand an immediate study
and complete revamping of the
Senate's election laws and policies.
The trend for change, which hasjust started to grow on this campus,
in. such areas as parietal hours,
drinking privileges, and more free-
dom for women cannot expand and
develop unless this, the most power-
ful privilege of democracy, is guar-
anteed. The need for change in all
areas of campus life is obvious and
these changes will come about with
increased cooperation between stu-
dents, faculty and the administration
but, we cannot expect the best re-
sults. unless we are represented by
qualified and freely elected repre-
sentatives.
I feel that the following sugges-
tions be given consideration and ad-
ded to so that the Senate can form
a new policy that will go into effect
before the next elections.
1) Campaigns limited to no more
than one week prior to the election.
2) No campaigning of any kind
after one hour before the election.
3) No campaign literature in the
balloting room.
4) Provisions for a discussion
period between the candidates at
least two days before the election be
made and enforced.
5) No candidate shall be allowed
in the balloting area except to cast
his own ballot.
6) Provisions be made for en-
closed ballot booths to insure the
sanctity of the secret ballot.
7) Those in charge of the ballot-
ing should be directly responsible
to the Student Senate.
8) An officer of the Senate visit
every balloting area during election
hours to double-check the legality
of the election.
The foundation of freedom and
democracy is the secret ballot and,
through this much can be accom-
plished. At the University of Maine,
we can bring about a more liberal-
ized atmosphere, more stimulating
and exciting courses, and work to
influence, in our own way, the pro-
gress of the surrounding communi-
ties, state, and nation. The voice of
American students will affect de-
cisions in all areas of the country
if it is presented in a clear, responsi-
ble manner. We must start at the
bottom to influence the top.
The students of the University of
Maine must demand a greater voice
The Maine Cam us
in University policy through
responsible leadership and therefore,
must push for a revised Senate elec-
tion policy.
Richard Little
learning?
To the Editor:
How many courses offer students
an excellent example of educational
contradiction? All the appearances
of an exciting learning experience
are present. Creative thinking is
stimulated. A prelim comes. We are
given sheets of paper. Contained in
these sheets are lessons teaching us
about the paralyzed will and minds
playing a game or going blank. A
student has the opportunity to fill
in the right squares or blow it. The
student had no way of expressing
what he finds significant in his work,
only what his instructor decided to
have this time.
We are never able to get credit
for what we find as important to us
as individuals. To be exposed to
valuable information in philosophy,
facts about author's lives, historical
events, knowledge of human nature
that relates to our everyday lives
has no bearing on our grade. To be
captured by a moment in history
and feel the atmosphere and emo-
tions in various situations must cer-
tainly broaden our experience and
knowledge and ability to deal with
life.
How many teachers are trying to
help students to become better hu-
man beings? The president of our
college sees our situation. At the
academic affairs committee recently
he spoke strongly against the trivia
found in the exams given at this
University. He cares more about
the student's learning experience,
not his ability to memorize material.
Why can't instructors? Anyone who
expects students to have a photo-
graphic memory couldn't possibly
have kept from referring to books in
composing exams. The student be-
comes so busy trying to stay on tune
he has trouble remembering what
the song is.
Bonneva Beal
SHOP & SAVE
19 MILL STREET — ORONO
Meat Department
USDA Graded CHUCK ROAST Block Style 45c lb.
USDA Graded CHUCK STEAK 49c lb.
LEAN GROUND CHUCK Fresh Ground Hourly 79c lb.
Nepco Club Breakfast SLICED BACON 65c lb.
STAFF
STAFF
Grocery Department
BONNIE MAID DOUGHNUTS
NISSEN'S GL. ANGEL RING
L 'M CHUNK STYLE TUNA — 61/2 oz.
SPAGHETTI, THIN SPAGHETTI, ELBOW
DELMONTE PEAS — 16 oz. can
PILLSBURY CAKE MIXES — 13 varieties
GENERAL MILLS SNACKS — Bugles, Buttons,
Whistles, Pizza Spins
VANITY FAIR FACIAL TISSUE — 134 ct.
FRISKIES CHICKEN, LIVER, FISH — 15 oz. can
STAFF INSTANT COFFEE — 6 oz. jar
SEALTEST ICE CREAM — 1/2 gal.
MORTON'S FROZEN DINNERS — 5 varieties — 11 oz.
Produce Department
• FLORIDA TANGELOS
• MAINE MAC APPLES
4 $1.00
49c
3 85c — save 18c
MACARONI
3 lbs. 49c — save 16c
5/$1.00 — save 35c
3,115c — save 29c
12/69c
3 # / 39c
331.00 — save
4/89c — save
831.00 — save
59c — save
79c — save
39c — save
•
•
Serving Y ou Is Our Pleasure
8:30 A.M. - 6:00 P.M. Monde', Tuesday, Wednesday
8:30 A.M. - 9:00 P.M. Thursday, Friday
8:00 A.M. - 6:30 P.M. Saturday
17c
27c
25c
20c
20c
10c
tall pole
To the Editor:
Wouldn't you like to see Karen
Thurston's $45,000 Democratic flag
pole, since by her reckoning of $500
a foot, it's going to top 90 feet, or
30 yards, or about nine stories?
That's a lot of pole, or maybe I
should say, a lot of story.
T. Spruce
atrocious
To the editor:
We would like to comment on the
atrocious conduct by members of the
SDS at the fecent debate in the
Union between representatives of the
three major Presidential candidates.
The SDS, through their disruptive
techniques, gave a clear example
of the way they would have our
country run. Their asinine jeering
and booing were a good example of
the advantage some people will take
in a permissive type of society.
These same SDS members are all
for freedom of speech and expres-
sion as long as they are speaking.
But they cannot tolerate the views
of anyone else.
Perhaps it is time the SDS real-
ized that nothing can be accom-
plished through their kindergarten
Page Nine
techniques. It is very easy to cut
people up and shout speakers down,
but what does that accomplish in
the path of individual freedoms? The
SDS is composed of a bunch of
children who refuse to accept the
responsibilities of the adult world.
Any fool can criticize, condemn,
and complain—and most fools do.
But it takes character and self-con-
trol to stand up for your point of
view and allow your opponent to
speak his piece. Politeness can go
a long way in this world. Respect,
in which the SDS shows a marked
deficiency, was taught us in the
second grade. How did they ever
miss it?
Philip A. Leclait
George A. Smitt
THIBODEAU'S VIP
BARBER SHOP
Specializing
in:
HAIR COLORING
HAIRPIECES
STYLING
RAZOR CUTTING
RETOUCHING
Come down to
35 North Main St.
OLD TOWN
or call 827-5531
Bangor Letter Shop
Theses Typed and Multilithed
Fast Service on
Bulletins, Flyers, Letters, Invitations, Announcements
80 COLUMBIA STREET BANGOR
Tel. 945-9311
Are You A Winner?
Check the Number
arlanc
\-1
(our Coed
Charge Account
invited
You saw
this garb
in Seventeen
...the greatest shape
you've ever been in!
Gadond takes a long, bulky looi of tasthon and fosreor is all
the better for d Garland Yort a scollopy striped wool pullover
to a real gingerly length Mates d the perfect toppmg for then,
tapered pants of lush wool flannel It s o conehnotton that has
that .nclelinoble unlorgestlote.,.sortrthrra spessal look. Only
Garland does it
If you're looking for something to wear
Cmon up and we'll pay the fare.
You're Always a Winner at
H. M. GOLDSMITH Inc.
Old Town, Maine
This Week's Winning Number: 6604
Last Week's Winner: Barbara L. Castelucci
ii2.23e Ton
Steam causes false alarm
at bookstore warehouse
A false alarm drove about 100
CED students from the Education
building Oct. 23 at 7:45.
Great billows of steam—mistaken
for smoke—streamed from the top
of the book store storage house,
parallel to the Education building.
An unidentified man set off the fire
bell in the Education building, which
wasn't in danger itself.
The fire alarm clanged for 10
minutes before a call was made to
the fire department. Within 5 min-
utes after the call, two police cars
arrived on the scene with blue lights
flashing. After 10 minutes the Orono
volunteer fire department arrived in
one truck.
Meanwhile, a teacher in the crowd
of students investigated the "smoke"
more thoroughly. He found it was
only some pipes leaking steam.
On the arrival of the fire truck.
he ran to tell the fireman, who was
busy chopping down the storehouse
door, that it was a false alarm.
Unheeding, the fireman continued
his chopping. He broke into the
building, only to find that the teach-
er had been right. There was no fire.
A rather disappointed crowd rum-
bled its way back to class, and the
volunteers got into their truck and
went home.
A lone policeman was left to
stand guard by the splintered door.
Brigade Command
appointed by ROTC
Cadet Col. Mark Bastey from
Bangor was promoted to his present
rank and appointed Brigade Com-
mander for the First Maine Cadet
Brigade. His staff consists of Cadet
Lt. Col. Michael Buchanan, Brigade
Executive Officer; Cadet Maj. Glen
Goss, Brigade Adjutant; Cadet Maj.
David St. Cyr. Brigade Operations
Officer. The supply section will be
KEEPSAKE
—DIAmoNDs—
DeGrasse Jewelers
watch and jewelry repairing
University of Male*
CLASS RINGS
Complete line of fraternity sad
sorority charms
38 Maim St. Chyme
8664052
handled by Cadet Maj. Michael
Carpenter. Cadet Capt. Raymond
O'Keefe is Brigade Public Informa-
tion Officer and Cadet David Grover
is Brigade Sergeant Major. Grover
is a junior, the other staff members
are seniors.
The Brigade, consisting of three
hundred Army ROTC Cadets is di-
vided into two battalions and a
Pershing Rifle company. The First
Battalion is commanded by Cadet
Lt. Col. Michael Willey. 14is staff
consists of Cadet Maj. Colin
Leonard, Cadet Capt. David Hous-
ton. Cadet Capt. Brian Schwanda
and Cadet Capt. Mark Fauk.
The Second Battalion or Ranger
Battalion is led by Cadet Lt. Col.
Timothy Marcoulier and his staff:
Cadet Maj. Robert Dobson, Cadet
Capt. Peter Perkins, Cadet Capt.
Douglas Rollins, and Cadet Capt.
Robert Hawkes. In command of the
Pershing Rifle company is Cadet
Maj. Eric Skoog.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
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Contact capsules Intercollegiate news
by Hank Moody
Now there is a fourth party in the
Cleaver controversy at Berkeley. "I
intend to propose the regents take
over this university. It's now or
never. Our asses are to the wall."
Thus Governor Ronald Reagan de-
clared war.
The California Board of Regents
is still maintaining its refusal to
allow credit for Social Analysis
I39X if Eldridge Cleaver, visiting
lecturer, makes more than one ap-
pearance, and students are still di-
vided on how to view the issue.
Radicals continue to see the matter
as racism, while the plurality of the
students combined with the faculty
are concerned with academic free-
dom and simply getting credit for
the course.
Reagan stalked onto the UC cam-
pus at Santa Cruz to attend meetings
of the Board of Regents there, and
proposed an eight point plan that
would strip all power from the UC
faculty who, as the governor said,
"has no power to organize or govern
the university."
Regarding the Cleaver course
specifically, Governor Reagan's pro-
posal denied the use of UC facilities
for the course "whether for credit
or not." stood behind the regents in
not allowing credit for the course,
and declared "any faculty member
who, by any form of stratagem or
subterfuge, accredits work on Social
Analysis 139X shall be subject to
disciplinary action."
The Berkeley faculty has been
finding ways to give credit for the
Cleaver course as independent study.
1 his has mollified students but
angered Reagan who calls the action
"open defiance" of the regents' rul-
ing.
Reagan ran into a wall in the
regents' board room for they voted
down his motion to "take over" the
university declaring it out of order.
After the meeting, the governor
MARALYN Schoenberger
is for reforms to promote responsible and efficient state govern-
ment, uniform taxation including more equitable assessment, a
variety of learning opportunities to provide the best education for
each individual, and revision of the welfare system for greater
efficiency and to restore more citizens to self sufficiency.
ORONO'S REPRESENTATIVE
NEEDS To Be
SCHOENBERGER
denounced the regents for "failing
their responsibilities to the people
of California" and he threatened to
call for an investigation of the uni-
versity "either by the legislature or
a committee of private citizens."
To bring everything full swing—
everybody's mad at Reagan, too.
Students demonstrating outside the
regents meeting on the UC Santa
Cruz campus chanted "s h a in e,
shame" at him and called him a pig.
The University of California fac-
ulty is decidedly unhappy with his
motion to remove power from their
hands, and the regents resent his
interfere.tce in their business, run-
ning the university.
Some of the regents believe the
governor is using the Cleaver course
issue in a political game to help
fellow Republican Max Rafferty in
his failing campaign to win a seat
in the U.S. Senate. Rafferty accom-
panied the governor to Santa Cruz.
Many student leaders are con-
vinced of these political overtones
also, and have purposely refrained
from using really militant tactics
against the regents for fear of help-
ing Rafferty.
Out of the regents meeting came
precious little for all of the hard
feelings it sparked. The regents
again failed to decide whether they
were going to stick to their guns
on not giving credit for 139X.
They decided to delay the dejsion
until their meeting Nov. 22, and
Eldridge Cleaver continues to ex-
pound in the classroom on racism
in America.
Publish or perish
Tufts University students rated
highly instructors who have pub-
lished papers, books, or received
research grants, and gave low evalu-
ations to those teachers who had not.
These correlations were drawn by
Dr. Jack Bresler. assistant provost
at Tufts. He drew the statistical
data for his conclusions from the
Tufts Faculty Annual which lists the
number of publications by each fac-
ulty member, from a file of the
records of government awards made
to Tufts faculty members, and from
evaluations of 130 faculty members
in 155 courses by nearly 1,500 stu-
dents. 
NOW —
VOLKSWAGEN
SERVICE
- D4 ORONO
ALSO -
• AU. FOREIGN CAR MI.
• AMERICAN CAR SKR.
• BODY WORK
• ROAD SERVICE:
• STATE INSP. STATION
• NEW CAR SALES - FORD
• USED CARS
PICK-UP AND DEL. SERVICE
,Ient CaR B66-331111
Orono Motor Co.
25 MAIN sr.
The students when evaluating
their instructors did not know who
had published or researched and
who had not. They made their eval-
uations on the basis of what they
thought of a particular course and
how well a particular instructor was
teaching it, and ranked each teacher
in one of four degrees of excellence
as compared with others on the
campus.
When the data had been pro-
cessed, the faculty members rated
as the best teachers by the students
were the very same ones who had
published or received research
grants.
Dr. Bresler says it is unfortunate
common lore categorizes an indi-
vidual as either "a good teacher 'or
a good researcher," and hopes his
work will dispel this belief.
Bresler finds his conclusions quite
natural. "Without research or some
other form of faculty development,"
he said, "the instructor frequently
goes stale in his discipline 
The facuIty member is not immune
from the necessity for continual
learning."
Paranoid's ques:ionnaire
A questionnaire being distributed
this fall to one and one-half million
college freshmen by the American
Council on Education has been at-
tacked as an invasion of privacy
and a possible violation of due pro-
cess by the National Student Associ-
ation and the American Civil Liber-
ties Union.
The questionnaire, a detailed fout
page set of inquiries on home life
interests, activities and habits, is ar
attempt to correlate a student's pre.
dilection toward protest activitie
with his high school record, hi
study habits, his grades, and variow
other elements of his backgrounc
and interests.
NSA and ACLU spokesmen arc
condensing their complaints about
the questionnaire to specific points
First of all the questionnaire has nc
enclosure telling the recipient fresh.
men that filling out the form
voluntary.
The second complaint of the two
associations is that recipient fresh-
man identify themselves on the ques-
tionnaire and there are no safe-
guards against the information given
in the questionnaire by responding
students being used against them
later on by school officials or any-
one else to whom it is shown.
Both NSA and ACLU have called
on ACE to devise a means of separ-
ating personal identities from the
data compiled, or not to require
identifications at all.
The American Council on Educa-
tion, however has dismissed the com-
plaints as overly paranoid and is
distributing the questionnaires to col-
lege campuses as planned.
Draft mother instead?
The Selective Service System, long
accustomed to arguments from the
consciences of young men and stu-
dent protests, has had a new one
thrown at them by Mrs. Evelyn
Whitehorn, a Palo Alto mother of
three sons.
Mother Whitehorn won't allow
her son Eric, who just turned eight-
een, to register for the draft.
She says that since he is under 21
he is still a minor, and she, not the
draft board, is responsible for him
No one seems to know what tc
make of the situation.
EMPLE
KNITTING MILLS FACTORY OUTLET STORE
Buy your Sweater Needs from our Factory Store and Save Up to 50%. We
have a large selection of styles and colors in Shetland Virgin Wool, Cash-
mere, Alpaca and Orion. In Cress and V
-Necks. P.O. and Cardigan.
MEN'S 100% ORLON PULLOVERS
MEN'S 100% ORLON SHIRTS
MEN'S 100% ORLON CARDIGANS
$3.83
$4.78
$4.78
OPEN SUNDAYS S A.M. to 4 P.M.
Open Monday thru Saturday 7 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
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impression
by David Daniel
WHERE HAVE ALL THE
MONSTERS GONE'
Recently while reading the Cam-
pus I noticed The Nephew of Frank-
enstein was at the Bijou in Bangor
and immediately I got all excited.
Being a long-time friend of the
Frankenstein family and never hav-
ing met the nephew, I thought this
would make a good study break,
so I went.
When I got to Maine's Movie
Mecca I bought some popcorn and
took a seat in the back, prepared for
the utmost in terror. And there I
sat through two hours of a worst-
class bomb.
To begin with, it was in color,
which is poor taste in horror films.
And the acting was something else.
There was this lady who was in love
with Dr. Frankenstein and was set
against his reviving his uncle's ex-
periments. Dr. Frankenstein liked
her too, but of course he was a
mad-man and had to have a mon-
ster. The dialogue was very tense:
She: Oh. Peter. Don't you see
what the family curse is doing to
you?
He: If the others could have a
monster, why can't 1?
She: But what about us, Peter?
He: You must understand. I'm
trying to create life!
She: Peter, I can think of other
ways.
When the monster was completed
you would have thought the doctor
studied anatomy at the Raggedy-
Ann factory.
As I left the Bijou I was feeling
very depressed. I realized that in
rushing to get educated and live the
good life I had lost touch with one
of the serious things of life: the
monster film as an art form. It was
sad to see how low the medium had
fallen in the short years since my
childhood.
Walking along Exchange Street
I remembered when I used to walk
down Washington Street in Boston
looking at the theatre marquees. I
'used to call it Fright Street.
The Lowe's State would have the
latest Vincent Price film. Price
would be an insane magician who
turns his enemies to stone. Down the
street at the Paramount there would
be the supernatural Curse of the
Demon, where Dana Andrews finds
an ancient parchment covered with
hieroglyphics. Every time he takes
it out of his desk the music gets
carey and the wind shrieks and an
enormous demon stalks the night.
There were always the science-
fiction films. The Fenway was usual-
ly showing something like Rodan or
The Creature from the Black La-
goon in 3-D. They were way out
but they weren't really corny.
Occasionally, for varlet y. you
could shoot over to the Orpheum for
an English film about a handsome
doctor working in a modern hos-
pital. At night he becomes the sinis-
ter alchemist surrounded by flasks
and glass tubing and his twisted but
faithful Igor brings him a fresh
brain from the local graveyard.
And for the true fan the great
ones were often around if you
looked hard enough. In some shabby
little moviehouse down by Tremont
Street you could sometimes catch
Lugosi as Dracula or Karloff in The
Undead. And over on Kneeland
Street, near the Cowboy Bar, Lon
Chaney still got screams as The
Phan to nt of the Opera or The
Hunchback of Notre Dame. For a
thirteen year old boy, here was hor-
ror.
Those were the days when scaring
people was an art! But those days
are gone. Now horror is a business.
Now you have the fantastic Earth-
worm that Ate Chicago and Threw
Up, or the Transplanted Artichoke
Heart, films that even a five-year-old
can't have faith in.
Today the big things are the psy-
chological shockers. These are two
hours of realistic murders. decapi-
tations, and perversion. And this is
all very dull because we see this
stuff every day..
In the new thriller there isn't any
palpable horror. It is all in the mind.
Psychologists have decided that our
imaginations produce greater ter-
rors than any special effects dept..
ever could. Producers give us a few
details and atmosphere and make
us fabricate our own fright. We no
longer see the thing we are supposed
to be afraid of.
A woman screams, "I saw it!
Over there!" She tells how horrible
it was and we start to get anxious to
see it too. Then we sense a shadowy
figure and some curtains move, but
we don't quite see "it." By the end
of the film the woman is committed
because the others think she is in-
sane; we know she isn't and yet
we still haven't seen the monster.
Is this fair? What would have
happened to Peter Lorre and Glenn
Strange if things had always been
this way? Why doesn't U-Maine
have a monster-in-residence?
These questions bothered me as
I walked down Main Street and got
on the Orono bus. Through the
window I watched the dark old
houses passing by and I felt very
sad. Here it is fall, it gets dark early,
the wind howls across the campus,
and not a monster anywhere.
Darn you, Alfred Hitchcock!
YWCA
--Giiieration confrontation staged
The annual Older Girl's coiner-
ence, sponsored by the Maine State
Y WCA, was held in Camden Oct.
25-27. The program this year was
designed "to help 350 high school
girls front various communities in
Maine examine the values of in-
volvement versus non-involvement in
today's changing society."
The model ator of Saturday morn-
ing's panel discussion was Miss Nan
Amodeo, a professor of English at
Aroostook State College. She gradu-
ated from the College of Idaho and
San Francisco State College. While
on the West Coast, she lived in San
Francisco's Haight-Ashbury District,
where the hippie movement first
gained national prominence. Perhaps
this explains wny Miss Anomie() was
concerned that the girls at the con-
ference not discuss supposed ideas
of certain types of people but actual-
ly meet some half dozen hippies, an
equal number of student activists,
and another six critics representing
the Establishment.
Having met all of the various
representatives Friday evening in
small open discussion groups, the
girls were able to listen to Saturday's
panel with new ideas in their minds.
Many girls we..e at first skeptical of
the hippies, believing 'hem to be
un-involved in society.
In refuting this belief, Ron Pink-
ham and "Harvey the White Rabbit"
stressed that hippies are involved,
but in ways other than are expected.
Ruth Drake, representing the ac-
tivists along with Richard Bowne,
said "I think student activists have
the same aims and motives as hip-
pies, but they choose to work
through the proper channels and to
be more acceptable."
Col. Benjamin Bush, a retired
army officer and resident of Camden
who kept insisting that "those with
the long, unkempt hair had better
grow up," claimed that the Establish-
ment is actuually striving for the
same goals as hippies, but must have
more law enforcement in order to
do it.
The open discussions, the panel
discussion, the person-person ex-
changes, and even a very anti-mari-
juana filmstrip all were valuable in
getting the girls to listen to and con-
sider ideas perhaps somewhat alien
to theft- home environments.
Critics Col. Benjamin Bush and Robert Low, activists
Richard Bowne and Ruth Drake, and hippies Ilarvy the
White Rabbit and Ron Pinkham participate in the annual
Older Girls' Conference discussion.
Can there be this kind of excitement in engineerin
Try Xerox and see
This console 14 part of a compuierard syrtern that speeds
tests on new product. and components.
• If you need more excitement, you might find it
on th• 42 golf courses in the Rochester am.
A long beautiful drive... just the hint of a slice ... and almost on
the green. Now. address the ball ...concentrate—and, wham! to a lie
four feet from the cup.
That's the excitement of the game that gets a golfer up at dawn
on Saturdays.' We think it's analogous to the excitement that keeps some
of our technical people on the job after hours: the pleasure of personal
achievement in solving problems for which there are no book solutions.
One of the concerns of our management is to see that our professional
people experience this kind of excitement. They know where it can
lead ... a payroll that numbered 3.000 in 1960, for example, now exceeds
24,000 ... products that have literally revolutionized communications and
are having a world-wide impact on such problems as illiteracy.
That's why we suggest that if you've been missing out on the kind of
professional satisfaction you expected from an engineering career.
look into what Xerox can provide in the way of engineering
excitement. Your degree in Engineering or Science can qualify you for
some intriguing openings in fundamental and applied research.
engineering, manufacturing and programming.
See your Placement Director or write to Mr. Roger N'ander Ploce.
Xerox Corporation. P.O. Box 251. Webster. New York 14580.
XEROX
An Equal Opportunity Employer (m f)
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Serendipity Singers
i
THE CHALET
Bill Garen
UNIVERSITY MOTORS
Bill Gareit
TYDOL CHEVRON
NEXT DOOR TO CAMPUS
ON COLLEGE AVENUE
AT THE ORONO END
OF THE BRIDGE
WINTER
TUNE-UPS
866-2538
wE HO'VOR WI R NEW PHILLIP!)
SPECIAL
ON
SNOW TIRES
866-2311
66 CREDIT C IRDS
PAT'S SEW & KNIT SHOP
47 Center Street 827-3124 OLD TOWN
GUILFORD MILL STORE
Also A Complete Line of All Aev%ing Needs
HRS.: Mon.-Sat.-9:30-5:00 Thurs. Eve. 'till 9
1 
BREWER AUCTION ROOMS
Thousands of Books, All Kinds Fiction, Text, Reference
at low prices
Always a Large Selection of Chairs, Beds, Desks,
Appliances, Bureaus, Tables at low, low prices
ALWAYS A LARGE SELECTION OF ANTIQUES
FOR THAT MEANINGFUL GIFT
End of Toll Bridge 9 Wilson St., Brewer, Me.
Tel. 942-8563 Open Everyday 9 to 9
STUDENT DISCOUNT SERVICE
Extra Curricular Quiz
Sponsored this week by:
DAY'S JEWELRY
offering
Flowers by the Rolling Stones
and
Family Fun Bowling Lanes
offering
Three Free Strings each for You and Your Date
This Week's Question — By what accord did the U.S.S.R.
and her allies invade Czechoslova-
kia this past summer?
Mail your answer with your name and Student
Discount Book number by Saturday or deliver
to us by Monday noon at 5 Grove Street, Orono.
Bangor Bijou Miller's Restaurant
Brewer Cinema Old Town Bowling Center
Craig the Tailor Oronoka Restaurant
Days Jewelry and Appliance Pine pill Golf Club
Family Fun Bowling Center Red Stallion Inn
A. J. Goldsmith Sleeper's
H. M. Goldsmith Squaw Mountain Ski Area
The Governor's Vizier's Music Co.
Mount Hermon Ski Area What-Not Shop
Mount Hermon Ski School Wight's Sporting Goods
Hinson Cleaners XYZ Novelties
Interstate Mobile
ONLY $2.00
28 Mill St.
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Complete success 
Homecoming 1968
The Stein Song rang out over
Alumni Field Saturday afternoon as
a Homecoming crowd of 8,000
witnessed Maine's 21-14 triumph
over the URI Rams. The upset
brought coach Abbott's Black Bears
their second Yankee Conference
victory this season.
Half-time activities featured the
let
• lepur---
presentation of the Homecoming
Queen and her court and a colorful
display of "Up, Up, and Away!"
balloons.
Homecoming Queen Gail Fitz-
gerald, a freshman from Washing-
ton, D.C., reigned over the week-
end.
Hancock Hall won first prize in
Kind of a drag
Bootin' bear
44111 IOW
Football, floats, and folks
singing in the Gym combined
to make Homecoming '68 a
success. Oxford Hall, Alpha
Gamma Rho, and Hancock
Hall were winners of the
float decoration contest.
Become an
Apache
with
a Scarf
from
SARI'S
Orono
the women's dorms division of the
float parade. "Up with Peace" was
the theme of their entry. In the
men's dorms division, first place
went to Oxford Hall. Their float
depicted a Maine Bear kicking a
Rhody Ram over the goal post.
Alpha Gamma Rho's entry "Blast
URI" copped first honors in the
fraternity division.
A capacity crowd in the Me-
morial Gym enjoyed the showman-
ship of the Serendipity Singers
Saturday night. Their act included
such well-known favorites as "Mon-
day, Monday". "The Shadow of
Your Smile", and "You've Lost
that Lovin' Feeling".
"Kind of a Drag". "Hey, Baby",
and "Susan" highlighted the Buck-
ingham's concert Sunday afternoon.
Phi Gamma Delta defeated ATO
Saturday morning in the traditional
Homecoining Mud Bowl. The
Fijis trounced their neighbors 18-2.
Hampered by injuries and bad
luck, Maine's soccer team dropped
a 2-1 decision to the Rhode Island
booters Saturday morning.
Gov. Curtis
o discuss
re al studies
by Judith Win
Regional and cross- er prob-
lems of New England, Ques and
the Atlantic Provinces will be
theme of a regional studies confer-
ence at the University of Maine
Nov. 8 and 9.
Gov. Kenneth M. Curtis and
Premier Louis J. Robichaud of
New Brunswick will discuss con-
temporary issues in New England-
Atlantic Provinces relations at 8
p.m. Nov. 8 in Hauck Auditorium.
Acting President Winthrop C. Libby
will preside at that meeting.
The conference is sponsored by
the New England-Atlantic Provinces-
Quebec Center of the U. of M.
"It is the first major conference
of this type in which emphasis is
both international and interregional"
said Edgar B. McKay Center di-
rector. The conference intends to
make available research on common
problems. develop Canadian-Ameri-
can co-operation, and promote in-
terregional understanding.
The area's geography, history,
and economy will be topics of a
general opening session in the Me-
morial Union Lown Room Nov. 8
from 4-5:30. Leaders will be Ed-
ward Miles, University of Vermont;
George Rawlyk, Queen's Univer-
sity, Ontario; and Clifford Marks,
Research Associate of the Provinces
Economic Council, Fredericton,
New Brunswick. McKay will be
chairman.
Discussions of areas of common
interest will be held from 9:15-
11:30 a.m. Nov. 9. Five panels will
discuss history, resources, social
problems, political and international
problems, and economic problems.
The conclusion of the Conference
will be a general session in the
Lown Room from 11:45 a.m. -
12:30 p.m. Nov. 9. The chairman
will be U. of M. Vice-President for
Academic Affairs lames M. Clark.
UNWANTED HAI
Safely Imago*
Permanently
Radiomatic shoe wave
mithod removes ugly
unwamed hair Permanently
Consultation Free
Call for Appointment Today
DOC TONS MU' ammcali
SHIRLEY SCHNEIDER
iniscrsiosveis SPECIALIST
Coll 942-0711
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Homecoming
Queen
Homecoming Queen Gail
Fitzgerald hugs a war m
friend during half-time ac-
tivities of the Maine - Rhode
Island football game Satur-
day. Cold temperatures
chilled spectators hut fired
up players as Maine won
21-14.
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Chipman the enforcer
Tenants can report code violations
hy Thomas Muller
Off campus students with housing
complaints living in Orono should
contact William Chipman, Orono
Housing Code Enforcer. Chipman
may be reached at the Town Office
in the basement of the Fire Station.
In a meeting between University
and Town officials last February,
some student complaints about hous-
ing were discussed: dirt and mice.
inadequate heat, fire danger, inade-
quate toilets, freezing pipes, unsafe
wiring, a shortage of apartments,
YEAR BOOKS
The 1968 PRISM is here!
Books will be given out in room
103 Lord Hall starting Monday,
Nov. 4th, from 9-4 daily. Student
I.D.'s must be presented.
Odiorne hosts course
CED broadcasts telelessons
Dr. George S. Odiorne, director
of the Bureau of Industrial Rela-
tions, will be the host in the second
Community Service Educational
Television course for Maine's
management and supervisory per-
sonnel which is sponsored by the
University of Maine's Continuing
Education Division.
The course, Management by Ob-
jectives, will broadcast for six weeks
beginning Nov. 5 at 4 p.m. over ed-
ucational television channel 12.
WMEB-TV, Orono; channel 10,
WMEM-TV, Presi.Je Isle; channel
13, WMED-TV, Calais; and chan-
nel 10. WCBB-TV, Lewisto n-
ugusta.
preview programs of the first
lesson be shown at 4 p.m., the
first being . 22 and the second,
Oct. 29.
Telelessons will oncerned with
establishing performan criteria,
clarification of job respon
Mock national,
frosh elections
coming friday
A mock national election will
occur on campus November I. in
conjunction with the freshman class
election and the Distinguished Lec-
ture Series of the Senate.
Ballot boxes, manned by Student
Senators, will be placed in dining
halls from 11-1:00 and in the
second floor lobby of the Union
from 8-3:00. Election results will
be known after the vote count is
completed Friday night.
Any member of the class of 1972
who intends to run for a class office
had to present a valid petition to
the Senate Elections Committee by
midnight Wednesday. Approximate-
ly a dozen candidates will be running
for the four offices, and some stu-
dents have formed their own poli-
tical parties.
All University students are eligible
to vote in the mock election. Two
types of ballots will be issued: one
for out-of-staters who will vote
only for national candidates, and
one for Maine residents who will
also vote for Congressional candi-
dates.
FOR EVERYTHING IN
MUSIC
VISIT
ANDREWS
MUSIC HOUSE
118 MAIN sr. BANGOR
Tel. 942-4858
and how performance is measured,
problem-solving by objectives, in-
novation by objectives. organization-
al goal planning requirements, and
the requirements for using Manage-
ment by Objectives principles and
methods.
The participants are expected to
learn by applying the principles of
the course to their own problems
during this program.
Dr. Odiorne is a former staff
member of the Graduate School of
Business Administration at the Uni-
versity of Michigan in Ann Arbor,
Mich.
William G. Mortenson, CED as-
sistant center director at Orono.
indicated that the CED is "most
willing to assist groups in registering
employees on a company basis, in-
ter-company basis, or as in-
dividuals."
With educational television rapid-
ly becoming a major source of in-
plant training for business and in-
dustrial firms in Maine, some 25 or-
ganizations have been represented
among the participants in the 1968-
1969 management and supervisory
training program so far, he added.
Additional information and regis-
tration materials may be obtained
at any of the CED offices in Pres-
que Isle, Lewiston-Auburn, Augus-
ta and Portland, or by contacting
Mortenson, 14 Merrill Hall, Uni-
versity of Maine, Orono.
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
ORONO VOTERS!
ASSURE THE
UNIVERSITY AND
ENTIRE COMMUNITY
OF CAPABLE,
ALERT, EFFECTIVE
REPRESENTATION
IN AUGUSTA!
ELECT
JIM CHANDLER
REM BLICAN CANDIDATE
To The Legislature
• ORONO BUSINESSMAN
• TOWN GOVERNMENT PARTICIPANT
• ADVOCATE OF AREA DEVELOPMENT
• ADVOCATE OF COMPLETE TAX REFORM
MEET AND HEAR THE ORONO
CANDIDATES FOR THE LEGISLATURE
Saturday, 10:00 a.m., Orono Parking Lot
League of Women Voters' Voter Service Vehick:
Monday. 7:00 p.m., "FOCUS" heard on WMEB-FM
91.9 mc
(NOT AN ENDORSEMENT BY LWV OR WMEB-FM )
"The election of Jim Chandler as Orono's Representative to the
Legislature will enable an enthusiastic, hard-working and extreme!
capable young man to be of greater service to his community and
state. His unselfish and untiring efforts to help make Orono a better
place to live merit your most serious consideration and support."
Signed: Orono Citizens for Jim Chandler
Dana C. Devoe, Chairman
and no recourse on legitimate com-
plaints.
According to Chipman, the Orono
Housing Code is inadequate but it
does cover some of the student com-
plaints. Any student who believes
his apartment might contain Code
violations should obtain a copy of
the Code at the Orono Town Office.
When a tenant complains about
apartment conditions, Chipman in-
spects the dwelling and recommends
corrections to the landlord. If cor-
rections are not made within 30
days, Chipman can obtain a court
order instructing the landlord to
correct the Violation. A landlord
who fails to comply with the court
order can be held in contempt of
court.
Chipman said there have been few
protests because landlords threaten
to evict tenants who complain.
However, once a tenant has com-
plained to Chipman the process of
correcting violations is automatic
even if the tenant moves.
Chipman added a landlord must
have a legitimate reason before he
• 
can evict a tenant. In no case
would eviction save the landlord the
expense of correcting a code viola-
tion.
When inspecting an apartment.
Chipman orders all Code violations
to be corrected, including major
structural modifications or .razing of
the building if necessary.
Chipman said landlords may cor-
rect minor complaints, rather than
submit to a Code inspection.
According to Robert Cobb, Uni-
versity director of student services,
Old Town and Bangor have similar
housing codes and enforcement.
Students may lodge complaints at
the City Manager's Office, Old
Town, or with William Shook, Jr.
Dept. of Public Health, Bangor.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
BASS WEEJUNS
for Men and Women
CURRAN CO. Boot Shop
Next to Freese's in Bangor
1. Pipe broken?
No, tin trying to find
where I stashed some dough.
2. That's where you keep
your money?
Sometimes I put it in
the flower pot.
4. But that's what you're
doing now.
Not quite. The beauty
of my system is that
I usually can't find
where I put it.
:3. What's wrong with the bank?
I'd only take it right
out again.
5. I think yo by a lot better
off putting son f your
dough into Living nsince
from Equitable. It not on
gives you and the family
you're going to have a
lifetime of protection,
it also builds cash values
you can use for emergencies,
opportunities, or even
retirement.
I wonder if it could be
with the french fries?
For information about Living Insurance, see The Man from Equitable.
For career opportunities at Equitable, see your Placement Officer, or
write: Lionel M. Stevens, Manager, College Employment.
THE EQUITABLE
l'he Equitable Life A.surance Society of the United States
12Si Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10019
SrikinwL Onvortuffulyy m•foui.r. AL I, Ennitabla 1988
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Child-teaching workshops
Nursery teachers convene
Creative story telling, music, art,
games, and movement and body
skills will be featured in workshops
at the fifth Child Development Con-
ference sponsored by the Univer-
sity of Maine's School of Home
Economics on the Orono campus
Saturday. Nov. 2.
The conferences, which were
developed and are sponsored by the
child development staff, are planned
for nursery school, Head Start pro-
gram, and day care center teachers,
as well as other teachers interested
in early childhood teaching.
Mrs. Shirley Doten Oliver of the
U. M.'s child development staff,
who is arranging the conference,
says that this year participants will
have an opportunity to attend two
workshops. The five workshops.
plus a special film prepared for
overseas consumption by Folklorist
Bill Bony on. which is scheduled as
a sixth workshop, will be offered in
BOOKS GALORE!
Will be open every Saturday dur-
ing winter months for college
folk. Other days by appointment.
Leon Tebbetts Book Shop
164 Water St. Hallowell
both morning and a f ter noon
sessions.
Registration has been scheduled
for 9 a.m., with a general meeting
at 9:30 a.m. in the Hauck Audi-
torium when C. Michael P. O'Don-
nell, state director of educational
•assessment for the State Department
of Education, and Miss Sylvia Fein-
burg, director of student teaching
for the Eliot Pearson Department
of Child Study at Tufts University,
will speak.
O'Donnell, who was formerly
state supervisor of reading for the
Bureau of Elementary Education,
will discuss the application of re-
seal ch findings on an informal
kindergarten program, using the
conceptual language approach.
A Creative Program For Young
Children will be described by Miss
Feinburg. who is a co-author of a
reck:nti y-published book, Helping
Young Children Learn. This past
summer she was an instructor in an
NDEA Institute at Tufts University
to train kindergarten teachers, and
she has been a consultant for a
number of Head Start groups.
ART SUPPLIES
SCHOOL SUPPLIES
ROOM DECORATIONS
The workshop programs will be
led by Bill Bonyun, Westport folk-
lorist and educator (music); Miss
Feinburg (art); Miss Eileen Cas-
sidy. U. M. associate professor of
physical education (movement and
body skills for young children);
Miss Janet R. Anderson, instructor
in physical education. U. of NI.
(games for young children); and
Lois Paradise, assistant professor of
child development at the U. of Ni.,
and regional training officer for
Head Start in Maine. These and the
film will make up the six work-
shops.
Three of the workshops will be
held in Merrill Hall, headquarters
of the School of Home Economics.
hut Miss Cassidy and Miss Ander-
son will conduct theirs in Lengyel
Hall gymnasium.
Scoreboard
Football
—Maine 21 Rhode Island 14
—UM frosh 8 BU frosh 6
Soccer
—Maine 5 Colby 0
—Rhode Island 2 Maine 1
—UM frosh 2 Kents Hill 1
—UM frosh 6 Hinckley 0
Cross Country
—Vermont 23 Maine 28
—UM frosh 19 Old Town HS 46
Rifle
—Maine 1331 Bowdoin 1162
Sailing
—(1) MIT 32 (2) Dartmouth 34
(3) Tufts 34 (4) Boston College 42
(5) Yale 52 (6) Maine
NOTICE
Counselor Applications
Applications for men's residence hall counselors for the
SPRING SEMESTER 1969
are now being accepted. All applications must be submitted
prior to NOVEMBER 26, 1968
to be considered. Application blanks may be obtained from the
head counselor of the residence hall in which the applicant re-
sides. Applicants not living in the residence hall system may obtain
application blanks from the Office of the Dean of Men. The com-
pleted application should be returned to the person from whom it
was received.
When the completed application has been returned, the applicant
will be scheduled for an interview by a committee of resident
counselors within a residence hall. Applicants who are to be con-
sidered further will be interviewed, at a later date, by a committee
composed of head counselors.
Woody Carville
Assistant Dean of Men
205 Library
October 23, 1968
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Bear Cubs dig in,
Stop BU frosh 8-6
The University of Maine freshman
football team relied on hardnosed
defense Friday night to upset the
Boston University frosh 8-6. The
game was played on BU's new As-
tro-Turf football field.
The Boston school supplied spe-
cial shoes to be worn on the ersatz
sod. Two weeks ago Holy Cross
found the going tough on the Astro-
Turf as a result of a cleaning agent
used on the synthetic, but the Nlaine
players found the field to their lik-
ing.
Halfback Jim Hayes swept left
end for two yards late in the first
quarter to put the Baby Bears on
the scoreboard. He then came right
back with the same play for a two-
point conversion. The Bear Cubs
took that 8-0 lead into the second
half.
In the third quarter the Terrier
Pups put together a scoring march.
but the rugged Maine defense
smacked down the try for a two-
pointer and a tie.
The two teams battled on even
terms in the final period, and the
Bear Cubs ran out the clock inside
the BU 20-yard line.
SPORTS NOTICE
Movies of each of the University
of Maine football games will be
shown each Monday at 12:15 p.m.
in the Bangor Room of the Memori-
al Union.
The Cubs complete their season
Friday in an away game with the
Bowdoin frosh. The freshmen lost
their opener to Bridgton Academy
21-8 and belted the Maine Maritime
JV's 55-0 in games preceding BU.
Dalers lose,
but frosh win
The Maine varsity cross country
team found the going rough at Ver-
mont, losing 23-38 despite a fine
individual performance by Steve
Turner; but the freshman rolled
over Old Town HS 19-46 for their
12th consecutive victory.
Turner raced around the Cata-
mounts course to take first place for
the Black Bears, but UVM harriers
placed second, third, sixth, and
seventh, and eighth to win the meet.
Alan Howard finished fourth for
Maine and Jeff May was tenth. Lack
of depth crippled the Maine victory
hopes.
In the frosh meet, run Saturday
at Orono, the Cub's fine runner
Chris Bovie won a personal duel
with Old Town's top daler John
Dahl for first place. Connelly.
Croteau, Hoar, Guter, and Hill
swept third through seventh for the
Maine yearlings. The 12 meet
streak extends over two seasons.
oodsmen sweep
International Meet
by Ken Wieder
University of Maine Woodsmen's
team won first place at the Interna-
tional Invitational Meet last Satur-
day. The meet was held at the Uni-
versity of New Brunswick in
Fredericton.
Maine won all three trophies; the
meet trophy, chopping trophy, and
the sawing trophy. This is the fifth
consecutive year that Maine has won
the sawing event.
Other schools competing were
N1acDonalds College at Montreal.
Nova Scotia Agricultural College,
Provincial Forest Ranger's School
at Fredericton. and the University
of New Brunswick. The meet was
open to any collegiate team.
Out of a possible 1200 points,
Maine's A team scored 939, Mac-
Donalds was second with 904, and
Maine's B team finished third with
889 points.
Special recognition goes to Stan
Grover and Peter Brewitt in the
timed scut loading event, Al
Twitchel in the timed buck saw,
Ken Severy in the timed log splitting
event. Phil Cyr in dot splitting for
accuracy. and John Belding in the
timed fire building event.
Trophies were accepted at the
Hammerfest. a traditional woods-
men's get-together, after the meet.
They are now on display on the
first floor Forestry Building.
Completely
Machine Washable
$1 0 . 0 0
FEATURES: The Rich Look of
Brass in Buckled Straps.
Zipper back jumper with
2 buttons at back straps
for easy adjustment.
Beautiful and practical.
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Folgers Frosh
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The Maine freshman soccer team breezed through
seven-game schedule to a 6-0-1 record.
Coast past Bowdoin 
Shooters sparkle
by Roger Michaud
The Maine sharpshooters outshot
and outclassed a Bowdoin Cadet
team Saturday at the Bear Range
with a score of 1331 to 1162.
Robert Bangs led the Maine rifle-
men with scores of 96 prone. 91
kneeling, and 88 offhand for an ag-
gregate score of 275. Following
Bangs were teammates W alter
More to come
O'Connell 266. Mark Bastey 265,
Gordon Ricker 263, and co-captains
Charles Smart & David St. Cyr both
tied at 262. Bowdoin's cadet Taylor
was high man on the Bowdoin team
with a score of 247.
Since only the top five shooters
make up the match aggregate, the
tie between St. Cyr and Smart must
be broken. The highest offhand score
The trophy collection con-
tinues to grow as the Maine
Rifle Team remains unde-
feated in more than three
'ears of competition.
Intramural champions
Kappa Sig defeated Sigma Chi 20-
12 to win the fraternity division of
intramural football as Cumberland's
third and fourth floors defeated the
Off-Campus team 12-7 to become
the non-fraternity champions. There
is no football playoff between the
two divisions.
Basketball practice is tentatively
set to begin Nov. 4th with the sea-
son schedule opening Nov. 14. Ap-
proximately 60 teams are expected
to participate.
New and Used
BRASS INSTRUMENTS
at
DISCOUNT PRICES!
ALL MAKES
AVAILABLE
TRUMPETS - TROMBONES
FRENCH HORNS
FLUEGEL HORNS
SAVE 20-40%
HAL WHEELER
MUSIC SERVICES
to School St., Veazie
945-4242
a
is normally used to determine whose
set of targets to count as record.
In this case, both shooters had
identical offhand scores. The lower
number of poor shots starting with
"flyers", or a complete miss of the
144 inch bull, to perfect shots worth
10 points, are then used to deter-
mine the better target. Since both
St. Cyr's and Smart's targets contain
the same number of imperfect shots.
the better shot on the last record
bull is used to break the tie making
Smart the fifth man.
Booters split
The Maine varsity soccer team
split a pair of home games last
week, rambling over Colby 5-0
Wednesday and dropping a 2-1
decision to Rhode Island Saturday.
The varsity season record is 2-8-0
with t‘so contests remaining on the
schedule.
Wednesday Harrie Price headed
the Black Bear scorers, picking up
two goals in the second and third
periods. Other goals were netted by
Rueben Her n a ndez and Jossy
By aniah, both in the first period.
and Bob Hatch in the second.
Rueben Hernandez also got credit
for the lone Maine score against
Rhode Island. The Maine sopho-
more was the nearest Black Bear to
a Ram booter who accidentally
kicked the ball into the wrong net
HUDSON BAY BOOTS
Side Zipper
Hi-Boots
Warm Lined
Available in
Black or Brown
Chukka Boots
2-Eyelet Tie
Warm Shearling
Lined
Tan or Brown Suede
Also Many Other Styles in Converse Stormgards
Simulated Leather — One-Piece Construction
100% Waterproof — Deep Pile Linings
Cutler's Men's Store
OLD TOWN
Cub booters win pair,
undefeated for season
by Russ Potter
The Maine freshman soccer team
put the finishing touches on an un-
beaten season last week. Tuesday
the Cubs edged Kents Hill 2-1 in
overtime. Thursday the freshmen
shellacked Hinckley 6-0.
Bryan Lyons scored on an assist
from Dave Brown in the second
overtime to break open the Kents
Hill match. Kents Hill came to
Orono sporting an unbeaten slate
for eleven matches.
In the season-closer against Hinck-
ley Bill Mayo proved too much for
the visitors to handle as he booted
three goals in the game, two in the
first period and one in the second.
Other Maine scorers were Bob St.
Pierre, John Sacerdote, and Rick
Salon who also scored the first
goal against Kents Hill.
"The overall talent on this team
is the best in University of Maine
history," Folger said last Tuesday
as the squad warmed up for Kents
Hill.
The freshmen were particularly
Sports Calendar
November 1
—Fr. Football at Bowdoin Frosh
(2:00)
November 2
—Varsity Cross Country at
Yankee Conference (10:00)
—Varsity Soccer at Colby
(12:30)
—Varsity Football at Bucknell
(1:30)
potent on defense, allowing a total
seven goals in their seven-game sea-
son. Varsity soccer coach Paul
Stoyell expects to put this defensive
prowess to good use on next year's
varsity squad.
But the Cubs did not devote all
their efforts to keeping the ball out
of their own goal. The freshmen
totaled 24 goals for the season.
Coach Folger also noted that in-
terest in soccer has increased tre-
mendously during his tenure at
Maine. Three years ago 18 candi-
dates came out for fresman soccer;
this fall 65 came out. The players
are much more experienced than in
previous years. The 32 players on
the final roster have some 150
years of soccer-playing experience
behind them.
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Youngs Camera Center
COMPLETE LINE OF PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
AND DARKROOM AIDS
Student Discount of 10% with ID.
Except Film and Flash Bulbs
WESTGATE MALL ACROSS FROM SOUTH CAMP1..-
BANGOR, MAINE TeL 947-7252
For Your Proposal
May We Propose:
007f3i0
1.1-41?
- •
644010210
IV. C. Bryant & Son, Inc.
JEWELERS OF DISTINCTION
FOP
FOUR GENERATIONS
46 NbuN STREET BANGOR, MAINE
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Aroused Black Bears upend Rhody Rams
by Stephen Thompson
The aroused Maine Black Bears.
led bs two of the team's smallest
players, stunned Rhode Island 21-
14 Saturday at Alumni Field. Two
TD receptions b) Chris Eaton (5-9,
178) and a sparkling defensive move
by fiery Ken Zuch (5-8, 180) pow-
ered Maine to the biggest upset of
the 1968 Yankee Conference season.
The aerial-minded Rhody Rams
did not give up their undefeated con-
ference status without a supreme
effort. After Maine scored to take a
21-14 lead in the fourth quarter, it
looked as though the Bears' hard-
earned lead would slip away as
Rhode Island back Dick Narcessian
ran the kick off back 63 yards to
the Maine 27. The Maine fans were
on the edge of their seats.
Rhody passer Larry Caswell, play-
ing the second half despite bruised
ribs after sitting out the first half,
hit end Hank Walker at the 14-yard
line and the conference's top receiver
immediately skipped out of bounds.
As Walker stepped over the side-
line, Bear defensive back Ken Zuch
slammed into him, drawing a per-
sonal foul. Reviewing the game
films, Coach Walt Abbott pointed
out that "Ken was really excited and
didn't realize that Walker was out
of bounds." Abbott believes that
when a defensive player is not cer-
tain that the ball carrier is over the
sideline, the defender should hit him
and make sure.
The penalty placed the ball on the
Maine 7-yard line. First down and
goal to go for Rohde Island. Cas-
well dropped back and fired again
to Walker on a down-and-out pat-
tern, but Zuch, reacting aggressively
despite the penalty on the previous
play, dove in front of Walker and
intercepted the ball on the 3-yard
line. Eight thousand Maine fans
settled back into their seats.
In the opening minutes of the first
period, it looked as though Rhode
Island's goal—sole possession of the
Yankee conference title would be
attained. Reserve Ram quarterback
Tom Fay engineered his team down-
MUAB MOVIES
FRIDAY, NOV. "THE1—
KING AND I"
starring: Deborah Kerr
and
Yul Brenner
SATURDAY, NOV. 2 —
"SMOKEY"
starring: Fess Parker
Hauck Auditorium, 7 and 9:30 Ad m. 50c
OFFICIAL NOTICE
SPRING SEMESTER PRE-REGISTRATION
ALL COLLEGES AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
November 11 - 18
ARTS AND SCIENCES - Freshmen
and sophomores: Room 110 Stevens
Hall; juniors and seniors: depart-
ment chairmen's offices.
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION-Room
12 Stevens Hall South.
EDUCATION - Freshmen pre-regis-
ter in orientation class with their ad-
visers. Upperclassmen will be sent
pre-registration material which is
turned in to the registration clerks in
the foyer, Education Building.
GRADUATE SCHOOL - Academic
advisers' offices.
LIFE SCIENCES AND AGRICULTURE
- Academic advisers' offices.
TECHNOLOGY - Freshmen: Done
automatically. However, students
should see Prof. McNeary if they
have questions or are following a
non-standard program. Upperclass-
men: Department chairmen's offices.
TIME SCHEDULES and supplements
are available in the Registrar's Of-
fice.
field in four plays throwing his final
pass to Hank Walker for the touch-
down.
From here. Maine took over.
Maine's John Collins intercepted a
Ram pass and Maine took over on
its own 42-yard line.
At first, the Rams stopped the
Bear drive, but then quarterback
Dave Wing hit end Gene Benner for
a 45-yard gain. Bob Hamilton car-
ried the ball to the 27 and Bob
White added the yards for the first
down. Maine finally worked the ball
to the Rams 15 where Wing threw
Flyin' Farrell
Golf Champion
Don Morse nipped Randy Knight
on the fourth extra hole at the
Penobscot Valley CC to win the
annual Fall Golf Tournament.
The tourney is staged to provide
competitive experience for prospec-
tive members of the UMaine varsity
and freshman golf teams. The event
began with a field of 29 golfers,
shortly after school opened.
HUM DRUM
LIFE . . .
WE
HAVE
C1 STEREOS 1:::>
from
$69.88!!
to wingback Chris Eaton, playing in
place of the injured Danny Sullivan
for the TD. Jim Fitzgerald kicked
the extra point to tie the game.
In the second period, Pete Quack-
enbush set up the second Maine
touchdown by running back a field
goal attempt blocked by Arnie James
to the Rams' 20-yard line.
Hamilton gained 3 yards and then
went over center for 6 more. Hamil-
ton replaced Wing as quarterback
and scampered around end dragging
2 Ram defenders into the mg zone
with him as he scored.
In the second half, Rams' coach
Jack Zilly started injured quarter-
back Larry Caswell. On his first
offensive Caswell hit end Walker for
a 69 yard pass play which fell 3
yards short of a TD. Two plays
later Doug Nordstrom sliced
through for the TD. Kicker Collis
equalized the score at 14-14.
Maine finally pulled ahead in the
fourth period when Wing directed
his team 63 yards. The Maine quar-
terback ended the drive with a 15
yard pass to Chris Eaton fm the
winning TD.
Bob Farrell (31) picks up key yardage against half
of the Rhode Island defensive unit in Maine's 21-14 upset
at Alumni Field Saturday.
Libby proposes
sports scholarships
Acting Pres. Winthrop C. Libby
outlined a possible Uniiersity of
Maine athletic scholarship program
at a Homecoming weekend meeting
of the Graduate M Club. According
to Libby's proposal student-athletic
scholarships totaling $125,000 an-
nually would be available on a
need basis. "It is appropriate to
take a long hard look at our athletic
scholarship policy here at Orono,"
Libby said, "Recognize that I am
speaking as acting president, nothing
more. I am not enunciating a new
university policy. I am saying that,
in my opinion, a new scholarship
policy is needed."
University of Maine Athletic Di-
rector Harold Westerman was un-
available for comment at press time.
The scholarships, probably amount-
ing to $1,550 per student each year,
would be jointly administered by the
student aid office and the director
of athletics. Libby said these scho-
larships would be granted on the
basis of athletic performance, need
for financial aid, and adequacy of
academic performance.
Since public funds could not be
used and there is "no possibility of
diverting university resources into
such an account," the money would
have to come from the university's
M Club, alumni or other sources,
Libby emphasized.
It was reported in the Bangor
Daily News that Past President of
M Club, Larry Mahaney of Bangor
said his group "would be extremely
interested if the policy was adopted
to allow full student-athlete scholar-
ships, based on need." Mahaney
added that raising funds "would be
difficult unless full scholarships were
available similar to other schools."
During his speech Libby revealed
that $37.000 is presently available
for athletic scholarships based on
need alone. This is in comparison
to amounts ranging from $130,000
at the University of Massachusetts
to $72,000 at Rhode Island. Thus
the University's program is the
smallest in the Yankee Conference.
"Membership in the Yankee Confer-
ence is important to us," Libby said.
"As a conference member, it is im-
portant to be competitive in all
sports. Over the years, Maine has
been competitive in spite of the
conservative scholarship policy with-
in the conference."
The University readily accepts
such restricted scholarship funds, but
unfortunately there are none avail-
able for student-athletes, which is
what Libby's proposed program
would do.
Want The Best Election Coverage?
Try WMEB-FM 91.9 mhz
Tuesday, November 5
8:00 p.m. 
—Election '68 in Perspective
8:30 
—Election Analysis with WMEB-FM
10:00 
—Local Election '68 Returns
Continuous Coverage of the Local Elections until Conclusive Results are in.
Join Us at Election Central in the Main Lounge of the Memorial Union
or Be Sure to listen All Night.
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